
Plaintiffs' Verified Complaint, dated March 21,2006 [30-961

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COLTNTY OF WESTCHESTER

ELENA RUTH SASSOWER, individually, and as
Coordinator of the Center for Judicial Accountability, Inc.,
CENTER FOR ruDICIAL ACCOTINTABILITY. INC..
and The Public as represented by them,

Plaintiffs,
Index #05-19841

VERIFIED COMPLAINT

Jury Trial Demanded
-against-

THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY, The New York Times,
ARTHUR SULZBERGER, JR., BILL KELLER,
JILL ABRAMSON, ALLAN M. SIEGAL, GAIL COLLINS,
individually and for THE EDITORIAL BOARD,
DAMEL OKRENT, BYRON CALAME, MAREK FUCHS,
and DOES l-20,

Defendants.

"'The First Amendment goes beyond protection of the press...'.. .'it is the right
of the [public], not the right of the [media], which is paramounto'...for 'without
the information provided by the press most of us and many of our
representatives would be unable to vote intelligently or to register opinions on
the administration of government generally,' ..." Cohen v. Cowles Media Co.,
501 U.S. 663, 678 (1991), Justice Souter, writing in dissent with Justices
Marshall, Blackmun, and O'Connor, citing cases culminating in New York
Times Co. v. Sullivan,376 U.S. 254,278-279 (1964), cited in "Journalistic
Malpractice: Suing Jayson Blair and the New York Times for Fraud and
Negligence", 14 Fordham lntellectual Property, Media & Entertainment Law
Journal 1, footnotes62and 156 (2003).

Plaintiffs, as and for their Verified Complaint, respectfully set forth and allege:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This is an action for libel and journalistic fraud against the above-named

defendants, seeking compensatory and punitive money damages and such other and further

relief as may be just and proper.
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VENUE

2. Venue lies in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of

Westchester, pursuant to CPLR $503. Plaintiff ELENA RUTH SASSOWER resides in

Westchester County, plaintiffCENTER FOR ruDICIAL ACCOUNTABILITY, INC. (CJA) is

based in Westchester County, and the knowingly false, defamatory, and cover-up column,

"V[/hen the Judge Sledgehammered The GadJly" (Exhibit A), was published on the front-page

of The New York Times Westchester Section on Sunday, November 7,2004.

THE PARTIES

3(a). PlaintiffELENA RUTH SASSOWER [hereinafter "SASSOWER"] is a private

citizenof the United States of America and the State ofNew York and a resident and elector

thereof. Except for the 179 days she was incarcerated in the District of Columbia for

"disruption of Congress", she has lived continuously in the City of White Plains, County of

Westchester since 1 987.

(b). From 1990 to 1993, SASSOWER was Coordinator of the Ninth Judicial

Committee, a local non-partisan, non-profit citizens' group formed to oppose the political

manipulation ofjudicial elections in the Ninth Judicial District ofNew York. By 1993, with

accomplishments far surpassing its local nuune? she co-founded the CENTER FOR JUDICIAL

ACCOUNTABILITY,INC., ofwhich she was Coordinatoruntil January l5,2006,when she

became its Director.

(c). In discharge of her professional responsibilities, SASSOWER has been

compelled to purchase and read The New York Times.

(d). On or about October 28,2005, SASSOWER became a shareholder of THE
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NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY, having purchased 100 shares of its stock.

4. Plaintiff CENTER FOR JUDICIAL ACCOUNTABILITY, INC. [hereinafter

"CJA"I is a national, non-partisan, non-profit, citizens' otgatization, incorporated under the

laws of the State of New York in 1994. Like the Ninth Judicial Committee, its patriotic

purpose is to safeguard the public interest in the integrity of the processes ofjudicial selection

and discipline, which it does by examining, investigating, and interacting with these largely

behind-closed-doors processes - and providing the results, in independently-verifiable

documentarv form, to individuals and institutions charged with protecting the public from

comrption. Among such institutions, The New York Times.

5. Defendant THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY [also hereinafter "THE

COMPANY"] is a money-making business, publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange.

According to its website, www.nytco.com, it is "a leading media company with 2005 revenues

of $3.4 billion". Incorporated under the laws of the State of New York and headquartered in

Manhattan, it publishes The New York Times and 17 other daily newspapers, including The

Boston Globe, owns nine network-affiliated television stations, two New York radio stations,

and has approximately 35 websites. It describes its "core purpose" as "enhanc[ing] societyby

creating, collecting, and distributing high-quality news [and] information".

6. Defendant The New York Times [also hereinafter "The Times"] is "the

flagship" of THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY and widely considered to be the nation's

most important, influential newspaper. It actively promotes itself as an authoritative,

comprehensive news source. Its extensive advertising includes its front-page masthead slogan,

"All the News That's Fit to Print", coined by Adolph S. Ochs, whose pledge, when he
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purchased The Times in 1896, was:

"To give the news impartially, without fear or favor, regardless of any party,
sect or interest involved; to make the columns of The New-York Times a
forum for the consideration of all questions of public importance, and to that
end to invite intelligent discussion from all shades of opinion."

7(a), Defendant ARTHUR SULZBERGER, JR. [hereinafter "SULZBERGER"] is

the great-grandson of Adolph S. Ochs. On January 17, l992,upon becoming Publisher of The

New York Times, he repeatedo on the editorial page, Ochs' pledge: "To give the news

impartially, without fear or favor, regardless of any party, sect or interest involved", and noted

that his grandfather, Arthur Hays Sulzberger, his uncle, Orvil E. Dryfoos, and his father,

Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, had each quoted it in their messages upon being named Publisher.

According to the www.nytco.com website, SULZBERGERTns The Times "on a day-to-day

basis". On October 16, 1997, he was elected Chairman of THE NEW YORK TIMES

COMPANY.

(b). From mid-1992 until May 11,2003, when The New York Times published its

front-page confession of Jayson Blair's "frequent acts ofjournalistic fraud", SULZBERGER

received numerous complaints from plaintiffs, alerting him that Times reporters and editors,

including Executive and Managing Editors were, without explanation, suppressing coverage of

objectively-significant, readily-verifiable, documented stories about the comrption of the

processes ofjudicial selection and discipline and ofthe judicial process itself; involving public

officers seeking re-election and further public office. To the extremely limited extent

SULZBERGER responded, he refused to take any corrective action, refused to elaborate upon

the "All the News That's Fit to Print" standard, and refused any meeting at which The Times'
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criteria for coverage might be discussed.

(c). Among the complaints which plaintiffs addressed to SULZBERGER or to

which he was an indicated recipient during this eleven-yearperiod were those dated June 30,

lgg2,November 27, 1994, October 21,1996, December 2,1996, February 12, 1998, July 8,

1998, October 20 ,1998, and a series of five memoranda dated December I 1, 1998, December

14, 1998, December 17 , 1998, December 18, 1998, and December 28, 1998.

8(a). Defendant BILL KELLER [hereinafter 
*KELLER"] is Executive Editor of The

New York Times. He was appointed to that position on or about July 14, 2003, taking over

from Joseph Lelyveld, who, on an interim basis, had been brought back to be Executive Editor

after the June 5, 2003 resignation of Executive Editor Howell Raines in the wake ofthe Jayson

Blair scandal.

(b). From September 1997 to September 2001, KELLER was Managing Editor

under then Executive Editor Lelyveld. Upon information and belief, it was during this four-

year period that KELLER became familiar with plaintiffs' efforts to secure coverage for

electorally-significant, documented stories about the comrption of judicial selection and

discipline, culminating in their complaints relating to Times suppression. Among these

complaints, plaintiffs' comprehensive February 12, 1998 complaint to SULZBERGER,

chronicling the misconduct of the Metro Bureau and Lelyveld's office with respect thereto.

9. DefendantJILLABRAMSON [hereinafter"ABRAMSON"] isTheNewYork

Times' first Managing Editor for Newsgathering, a position to which she was appointed on

July 31, 2003, following the June 5,2003 resignation of Managing Editor Gerald Boyd in the

wake of the Jayson Blair scandal. At the time of her appointment, she had been Washington
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Bureau Chief, a position she held since January 2001.

10(a). Defendant ALLAN M. SIEGAL [hereinafter "SIEGAL"] is an Assistant

Managing Editor at The New York Times, a position to which he was appointed in January

1987. On or about May 12. 2003, he was appointed to head a Times review committee to

examine newsroom practices in the wake ofthe Jayson Blair scandal. Among the committee's

recommendations in its July 28,2003 "Report of the Committee on Safeguarding the Integrity

of Our Journalism" was the creation of a new position of Standards Editor. On September 8,

2003, SIEGAL was appointed to that position.

(b). Upon information and belief, SIEGAL had performed the functions of

Standards Editor for many years prior thereto and, by reason thereof, was knowledgeable of

plaintiffs' past complaints and, in particular, their October 2l ,1996 comprehensive complaint

and Decemb er 2, 1996 supplement and their February 12, 1998 comprehensive complaint and

July 8, 1998 follow-up.

I I (a). Defendant GAIL COLLINS [hereinafter 
*COLLINS"] is The New York Times'

Editorial Page Editor, a position she assumed in August2001, having been a member of THE

EDITORIAL BOARD since I 995. As Editorial Page Editor, COLLINS heads the I 6-member

EDITORIAL BOARD and is also responsible for the Op-Ed and Letters departments.

According to the www.n)'tco.com website, "The editorial department of the paper is

completely separate from the news operations and Ms. Collins answers directly to the

publisher, Arthur Sulzberger, Jr."

(b) Plaintiffs' correspondence with, ffid complaints to, THE EDITORIAL

BOARD, alerting it to electorally-signihcant documentary evidence of the comrption of
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judicial selection and discipline, precede their communications with SULZBERGER and

stretch back to 1990 and 1991.

12. Defendant DANIEL OKRENT [hereinafter "OKRENT"] was The New York

Times' first Public Editor, appointed to an l8-month tenure, spanning from December 1, 2003

to May 2005. In introducing himself in his first column, on December 7,2003, he aligned

himself with readers expecting Times news reporting "to be fair, honest and complete" and

asserted:

"journalistic misfeasance...becomes felony when the presentation of news is
comrpted by bias, wilful manipulation of evidence, unacknowledged conflicts
of interest - or by a self-protective unwillingness to admit etror.'o

13. Defendant BYRON CALAME [hereinafter "CALAME"] is TIe New York

Times' second Public Editor, a two-year position he assumed in June 2005. In introducing

himself in his first column, on June 5, 20A5, he pledged "greater transparency'' into "the

newsroom process" and asserted his view that journalism is "public service - with a crucial

watchdog role in our democracy".

14. Defendant MAREK FUCHS [hereinafter "FUCHS"] writes for The New York

Times as both a reporter and columnist. His November 7,2004 calumn, "Vfhen the Judge

Sledgehammered The Gadfly'', published on the front-page of The Times' Westchester

Section, is the subject of this libel action (Exhibit A).

15. Defendant DOES 1-20 [hereinafter "DOES"] are the reporters, editors, legal

personnel, ofFrcers, and directors at The New York Times and/or THE NEW YORK TIMES

COMPANY who have collusively participated in, aided and abetted, and/or acquiesced in the

pattern and practice ofjournalistic fraud particularized by plaintiffs' complaints to The Times.

7
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These DOES also include persons who directed and/or advised FUCHS in the fashioning of

his column andlor intentionally or negligently failed to discharge their supervisory

responsibilities to enforce The Times' own established journalism standards, including as to

use of anonymous sources,and/or,thereafter, wilfully failed to undertake appropriate review

and correction, necessitating this lawsuit.

F'ACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

16. By amemorandum dated June 11,2003to TFIEEDITORIAL BOARD (Exhibit

B), plaintiffs alerted it to an important story, then unfolding, about the comrption of federal

judicial selection, involving New York Senators Charles Schumer and Hillary Rodham Clinton

and the nomination of New York Court of Appeals Judge Richard C. Wesley to the Second

Circuit Court of Appeals - "as Readily-Verifiable from the 'Paper Trail' of Primary-Source

Materials Posted onthe Home-pageof wwv,.-iudgewatch.ord'-CJA's website (Exhibit C-l)t.

17. The June 11, 2003 memorandum was also a complaint. It recited

SASSOWER's repeated efforts to speak by phone with news editors on June 11,2003, after

Washington Bureau reporter Neil Lewis hung up on her after a 30-second phone conversation

in which he peremptorily told her he was not interested in the proffered story, refused to

t CJA's homepage o'Paper Trail" was initially entitled "Paper Trail Documenting the Comrption
of Federal Judicial Selection/Confirmation" and eventually renamed to add "& the 'Disruption of
Congress' Case it Spawned". It was contemporaneously updated from its inception in March 2003 to
June 28, 2004, when plaintiff SASSOWER was incarcerated for six months During that six-month
period, its content remained unchanged, but was eventually moved to a separate page of the website,
accessible from a homepage link entitled "Paper Trail to Jail" (Exhibit C-2).

Exhibit C-l reflects how the "Paper Trail" appeared when plaintiffSASSOWER wrote the June
11 ,2003 memorandum-complaint to THE EDITORIAL BOARD. Exhibit C-3 reflects how it appeared
when defendant FUCHS wrote, and The Times published, the November 7,2004 column, "llrhen the
Judge Sledgehammered The Gadfly".
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identify why, refused to identiff what documents from the wwwjudgewatch.org homepage

'oPaper Trail" he had read, and refused to give her the names of his editors. This recitation

followed upon the memorandum-complaint' s initial observation:

"notwithstanding The Times editorializes about the need to scrutinize judicial
nominees, its news coverage on federal judicial nominations is for courts
everywhere in the country, but New York and the Second Circuit." (italics in
the original).

18. The facts set forth in the June I 1,2003 memorandum-complaint are true and

correct - especially as to the evidentiary significance of CJA's posted "Paper Trail" ofprimary

source materials in documentarily establishing the comrption of federal judicial selection

involving Senators Schumer and Clinton, as well as The Times' pattern and practice of not

examining federal judicial nominations forNew York and the Second Circuit.

19. Althoughthe June ll,2OO3memorandum-complaint wasmarked"URGENT

ATTENTION REQUIRED" because Judge Wesley's nomination to the Second Circuit

Court of Appeals had been confirmed by the United States Senate on that day, THE

EDITORIAL BOARD did not respond. Nor did it return SASSOWER's June I l, 2003 phone

call "requesting to speak with Gail Collins or to those Editorial Board members who write The

New York Times' editorials on federal judicial selection". Nor did the Washington Bureau -

the memorandum's only indicated recipient -- respond. Both also ignored SASSOWER's

follow-up phone calls.

20. Eight days later, plaintiffs wrote a June 19,2003letter to SIEGAL as head of

the committee examining the failures of The Times' "intemal processes" that had led to the

Jayson Blair scandal (Exhibit D). Noting that this examination was to include The Times'
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handling of complaints and whether The Times should hire an ombudsman, plaintiffs

introduced themselves by stating that CJA had

"more than a dozen years of direct, firsrhand experience with The Times'
newsroom: its reporters, editors, and upper management - and can attest to
how completely worthless the 'newsroom's internal processes' are for ensuring
journalistic integrity and quality. Such experience is reflected by our
voluminous correspondence with The Times throughoutthese years, including
in complaint, after complaint, after complaint -- ignored by editors and those in
positions of highest supervisory authority at The Times. This includes Joseph
Lelyveld, who has now temporarily returned to The Times as its executive
editor in the wake ofthe Jayson Blair scandal, and Arthur Sulzberger, Jr., who
remains The Times' publisher.

To Mr. Sulzberger, we long ago urged - and thereafter reiterated -- the
need for The Times to bring in an ombudsman because, quite simply, editors of
all ranks, including such high editors as Mr. Lelyveld, were ignoring
legitimate, fully-documented complaints that reporters were wilfully and
deliberately o suppressing important, time-sensitive, and electorally-signifi cant
stories' and blackballing our citizens' organization, whose undertakings and
achievements offered an inspiring model of citizen action." (at pp. l-2, italics
in the original).

2I. Plaintiffs assertedthat if SIEGAL wereunaware ofthesemany, manycomplaints

- including their comprehensive October 21, 1996 complaint and December 2, 1996

supplement and their comprehensive February 12,1998 complaint and July 8, 1998 follow-up

- he "must immediately obtain them from whatever repository The Times has designated by its

'internal processeso for centralized preservation of complaints, in the absence of an

ombudsman" - 4rrd if unable to do so, they would provide duplicates.

22. The letter asserted that this history of complaints revealed "a level of

'journalistic fraud' making that committed by rookie reporter Jayson Blair seem as .peanuts,

by comparison"'. It explained:

"whereas Jayson Blair acted alone in randomly falsifying stories, spurred by
some kind of illness, rather than motive, CJA's complaints chronicle sustained,
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collusive acts by seasoned news reporters, their editors, upper management,
and the editorial board -- all perverting 'the cardinal tenet ofjournalism, which
is simply truth'na. What they did, knowingly and deliberately, was to ignore
documentary evidence, both proffered andprovided, of systemic govemmental
comrption, such as of judicial selection and discipline -- and the criminal
complicity of New York's highest public officers, including those up for re-
election. The result, as they knew, was to deprive the public of information
essential to safeguarding democracy, the rule of law, and the casting of an
intelligent vote." (at p. 2).

23. The letter also stated that

"notwithstanding The Times' supposed'soul-searching'and'introspection' in
the wake of the Jayson Blair scandalfrs' there has been NO abatement of
Journalistic fraud' by its newsroom and editorial board in wilfully misleading
the public." (at p. 2, capitalization in the original)

In substantiation, the letter enclosed CJA's June 11,2003 memorandum-complaint and

recountedthatwhile THEEDITORIAL BOARD and Washington Bureauwerenotresponding

to it, The Times newsroom was continuing its disparate coverage by reporting on federal

judicial nominations elsewhere, but not the Second Circuit. It was also running prominently-

placed articles about Senator Schumer's all-but-certain re-election to the Senate in 2004 and

about Senator Clinton's possible run for president in 2008:

"forward-looking political articles only possible because the newsroom
'protected' these Senators by not reporting how they betrayed the rights and
welfare of their New York constituents - and the nation - in connection with
Judge Wesley's confirmation" (at p. 3).

Simultaneously, THE EDITORIAL BOARD, which only days eadier had run a'oNote to Our

Readers" announcing that it was expanding its editorial writing so as to provide both its

national and New York readers with needed information and commentary. was editoriallv

*ft4 
'Times Reporter Who Resigned Leaves Long Trail of Deception',May lI,

2003, front page."
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silent.

Plaintiffs stated that this collusive "iournalistic fraud" between the newsroom

and EDITORIAL BOARD in"Keeping the Public Clueless" was also reflected by their past

complaints and that review of these past complaints would:

o'make evident that both The Times' newsroom and editorial board suffer from
profound conflicts of interest in reporting and editorializing on the instant
national story about the comrption of federal judicial selection precisely
because they have suppressed every aspect of the underlying comrption it
encompasses. Indeed, reporting and editorializingon the national story would
begin a process by which The Times would have to acknowledge the
legitimacy of all CJA's prior complaints of its wilful and deliberate cover-up,
'protectionism', and blackballing." (at p. 5, italics in original).

25. This underlying comrption was specified to include

"the comrption of the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct and
'merit selection' to the New York Court ofAppeals, involving - and criminally
implicating - a panoply of New York's highest public offrcers: Governor
George Pataki, Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, Chief Judge Judith Kaye, and
the leadership of the New York Senate - over and beyond Senators Schumer
and Clinton". (at p. 4).

26. Plaintiffs stated that the committee SIEGAL headed "unquestionably" included

members whose misconduct was chronicled by these past complaints or who were involved in

what they were complaining about - and requested the names of committee members.

27. Plaintiffs closed their letter by offering their assistance "in developing proper

procedures for The Times' handling of complaints" and requested'to meet with the committee

to make a personal presentation about our many, many complaints and to answer questions."

Their most immediate request, however, so-stated by the letter's final sentence, was that

SIEGAL:

'Leadership at the Times', June 6,2003 editorial."

24.

t2
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"provide a role model example of how, absent an ombudsman, the June 1lth
complaint should be professionally handled, consistent with iournalistic
responsibilities." (at p. 5).

28- The facts set forth by plaintiffs' June 19,2003letter (Exhibit D) are true and

correct. This includes, especially, their assertion that The Times suffered from ..profound

conflicts of interest" in that it could not report on the national comrption story presented by the

June 11, 2003 memorandum-complaint without confronting the legitimacy of their past

complaints.

29. SIEGAL did not respond. Nor did THE EDITORIAL BOARD or Washinsron

Bureau respond - each indicated recipients of the June 19, 2003 letter.

30. Despite SASSOWER's follow-up phone calls to SIEGAL's office for the roster

of committee members, his secretary would not disclose their names. Nor would she confirm

that all members had been furnished with the June 19, 2003letter and its enclosed June I l,

2003 memorandum-complaint. Meantime, SASSOWER advised that CJA's substantiating

past correspondence and complaints were being posted on CJA's website under ..press

Suppression: The New York Times" (Exhibit E;2.

31. Only with The Times' July 30, 2003 release ofthe "Report ofthe Committee on

Safeguarding the Integrity of Our Journalism" - which recommended the hiring of an

ombudsman, to be called a Public Editor -- did plaintiffs learn that Washington Bureau Chief

ABRAMSON had been a committee member. SASSOWER thereupon telephoned the

Washington Bureau and, in ABRAMSON's absence, left a message with her assistant,

a

- Exhibit E reflects how CJA's webpage "Press Suppression -The New york Times,, appeared,
without change, throughout the six-month period of SASSOWER's incarceration, from June 2E, 2004 to
December 23,2004.
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inquiring whether, as a committee member, ABRAMSON had been provided with plaintiffs'

June 1 9, 2003 letter and its enclosed June I | ,2003 memorandum-complaint. This, apart from

confirmation that ABRAMSON had received these documents from SASSOWER's own

faxing and e-mailing of them to the Washington Bureau, including under coversheets

addressed to ABRAMSON.

32. ABRAMSON, who on July 31,2003 was appointed to be The Times'

Managing Editor for Newsgathering, did not respond.

33. By letter to ABRAMSON, dated August 26,2003 (Exhibit F), plaintiffs

requested that ABRAMSON clariff whether it was:

"[her] view that Washington editors with supervisory responsibilities over
Washington reporter Neil Lewis could properly ignore ISASSOWER's] urgent
phone messages for them on June I ltr, complaining ofhis unexplained refusal
to report on the then-unfolding, time-sensitive story of the confirmation of
New York Court of Appeals Judge Richard C. Wesley to the Second Circuit
Court of Appeals, whose comrpt dimensions, involving New York home-state
Senators Schumer and Clinton, are docume$ted by a "paper trail" ofprimary-
source materials on the homepage of CJA's website, www.-iudqewotch.orq -
and, likewise, could properly ignore CJA's written June 1lft memorandum-
complaint." (at p. 1, underlining in the original).

34. Enclosed with this August 26,2003letter was a copy of plaintiffs' July 31,

2003 e-mail to Washington News Editor Greg Brock, to which they had received no response.

It identified that Lewis had a conflict of interest that he should have disclosed to any

supervisory editor, to wit, that in 1992,he had been involved in suppressing report of their

documentary critique about the comrption of federal judicial selection - a fact reflected by

their October 21,1996 comprehensive complaint (at p. 9).

35 . Plaintiffs' August 26, 2003 letter ts ARRAMSON also enclosed a copy of their
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August 13,2003 e-mail to the assistant to Deputy Editorial Page Editor Philip Taubman.

Taubman had been appointedto replace ABRAMSON as WashingtonBureau Chiefandthe e-

mail asked:

"whether Mr. Taubman, as Deputy Editorial Page Editor, received CJA's June
11,2003 memorandum-complaint and deemed it unworthy of response by
BOTH the Times' Editorial Board, as well as by its Washington Bureau, which
he is soon to head." (capitalization in the original).

36. Plaintiffs stated that they had received no response from Taubman or anyone on

his behalf and would await ABRAMSON's own response before formalizing the matter "in a

complaint for the soon-to-be-appointed Times ombudsman/'public editor'."

37 . The facts set forth by plaintiffs' August 26,2003letter and enclosures are true

and correct (Exhibit F). This includes that CJA's June I 1,2004 memorandum-complaint and

June 19, 2004 letter had been faxed and e'mailed to ABI{AMSON's "di!gE! attention as bureau

chief'on June 24,2004.

38. ABRAMSON did not respond to the August 26,2003letter. Nor did the other

indicated recipients of the letter respond - SIEGAL, Taubman, and Brock.

39. By letter dated September 25,2003 (Exhibit G), plaintiffs wrote to KELLER

that the public accolades he had given to ABRAMSON, upon her appointment as Managing

Editor for Newsgathering, and to Taubman, upon his appointment to be Washington Bureau

Chiel and to SIEGAL, upon his appointment to be Standards Editor, bore, o'no resemblance to

the most relevant and recent reality" - and that this would have been obvious to him had he

been aware of plaintiffs' June 19,2003 letter, its enclosed June lI, 2003 memorandum-

complaint, and their August 26,2003letter, sent to ABRAMSON, SIEGAL, and Taubman -
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"wilhqut":gspnse from them or anyone on their behalf,.

40 . The Septemb er 25 ,2003 letter also expressed concern about a press column that

many Times insiders saw the job of Public Editor going to Times columnist Joyce purnick,

wife of former Managing Editor Max Frankel. Plaintiffs stated (at p. 3) that inasmuch as their

past complaints had chronicled Purnick's 'ostarring role" as reporter, columnist, Deputy Metro

Editor, and Metro Editor in the 'Journalistic fraud" summarized by their June lg,2113letter, it

was inferable that the "Committee on Safeguarding the Integnty of Our Joumalism,'had not

reviewed those past complaints. Alternatively, plaintiffs suggested that the position ofpublic

Editor was intended as 'oa meaningless camouflage to enable The Times to continue the

Journalistic fraud' described by cJA's June lgth letter". In support, they stated:

"Certainly, it is hard to imagine that Mr. Siegal and Ms. Abramson would
have each ignored CJA's June 19th letter - with its enclosed unresponded-to
June 1 ltr memorandum-complaint, requiring 'uRGENTATTENTION, and
so-marked - ild, thereafter, would have ignored cJA's follow-up August
26th letter, had they believed, for one moment, that their misconduct in so
doing would be exposed by an incoming public editor/ombudsman." (at p.
3, italics and capitalization in the original).

41. The September 25,2003 letter requested (at p. 3) that KELLER ..access and

personally reviewo' plaintiffs' October 2I, 1996 and February 12, 1998 comprehensive

complaints-

as well as their subsequent correspondence to which pumick

including December 28, 1998. plaintiffs asserted that only bv

Pumick's

was a recipient, up to and

so doing could he confirm

"profound betrayal of her joumalistic obligations, aided and abeffed by a host
of seasoned Times reporters and editors, and blessed by Mr. sulzberger, in
wilfully suppressing electorally-significant, fully-documented stories invotvins

t6
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New York's highest public officers in all three government branches in the
comrption of the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct, in the
comrption ofjudicial appointments to the lower state courts, in the comrption
of 'merit selection' to the New York Court of Appeals, and in vicious
retaliation against a judicial whistleblowing attorney for challenging the
comrpt manipulation ofjudicial elections - as to which the federal courts were
no less comrpted." (atp.4).

42. Plaintiffs explained that

"All these fully-documented stories - none of which have ever seen the light of
day in Zines reporting or editorializine - are integrally part of the now
concluded public interest lawsuit, Elena Ruth Sassower, Coordinator of the
Center for Judicial Accountability, Inc., acting pro bono publico v.
Commission on Judicial Conduct of the State of New York - to which The
Times would not give ANY publicity during its history-making, electorally-
significant 3-l/2year odyssey [in the New York courts]" (atp.4, underlining
and capitalization in the original)

- and that the record of the lawsuit had been hand-delivered to the U.S. Senate Judiciary

Commiffee on May 5,2003 in substantiation of plaintiffs' citizen opposition to two federal

judicial nominees, the more important being Judge Wesley.

43 . The Septemb er 25 ,2003 letter stated (at pp. 4-5) that since no one at The Times

had yet demonstrated how plaintiffs' June 1I, 2003 memorandum-complaint should be

handled "consistent with joumalistic responsibilities", the responsibility fell to KELLER, as

Executive Editor, o'to provide that much-needed 'role model example'." This was specified to

include:

(a) directing that THE EDITORIAL BOARD respond to the June 11,2003
memorandum-complaint, "especially. . . its lawyer-members who have
had more than ample time to read the most important of the 'opaper
trail' of primary source materials posted on the homepage of CJA's
website', to wit, CJA's March 26,2003 written statement - as well as
the two final motions in Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission,
pivotally-discussed therein and posted on the page of the website
marked, 'Test Cases: State (Commission)'."; and
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(b) directing that ABRAMSON and SIEGAL respond to the questions
posed by plaintiffs' August 26,2003 leffer, as well as directing that
Taubman respond to plaintiffs' August 13,2003 e-mail.

Plaintiffs requestedthat absent such minimal demonstrationof Times'

accountability and responsiveness, KELLER promptly transmit their unresponded-to June I 1,

2003 memorandum-complaint and subsequent correspondence to the incoming Public Editor,

stating such was "properly hislher FIRST order of business." (at p. 5).

45. The letter closed with plaintiffs expressing their willingness to meet with

KELLER, "in discharge of [his] ultimate supervisory responsibilities", and to provide him with

"salutary suggestions as to how The Times might truly fulfill its 'core
purpose...to enhance society by creating, collecting and distributing high-
quality news [and] information' - including by instituting a regular page or
periodic section examining issues of governance and the worthy efforts of
citizens and citizen organizations" (at p. 5).

46. The facts set fo*h by plaintiffs' September 25,2003letter (Exhibit G) are true

and correct. This especially includes:

(a) that The Times had wilfully suppressed all coverage of electorally-
significant, fully-documented stories involving: (1) the comrption of
the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct; (2) the
comrption of "merit selection" to the New York Court of Appeals; (3)
the comrption of the judicial appointments process to the lower state
courts; (4) retaliation against a judicial whistleblowing New York
attorney for challenging the comrpt manipulation ofjudicial elections;
(5) the comrption of the federal courts with respect to such assertions
of retaliation for judicial whistleblowing;

(b) that all these stories were encompassed in Elena Ruth Sassower v.
Commission - as to which The Times had also wilfully suppressed all
coverage - and;

(c) that the record of Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission underlay
plaintiffs' citizen opposition to Judge Wesley's confirmation.

44.
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47. Neither KELLER nor the letter's other indicated recipients responded. These

included ABRAMSON, SIEGAL, Taubman, and THE EDITORIAL BOARD. It also included

SULZBERGER, to whom, like KELLER, plaintiffs transmitted copies of their underlying

unresponded-to June 1I,2003 memorandum-complaint and June 19,2003 and August 26,

2003 letters.

48. By letter dated October 13 , 2003 (Exhibit H), plaintiffs again wrote KELLER -

this time occasioned by The Times' appointment of Purnick's former Deputy Metro Editor,

Jonathan Landman, who had succeeded her in 1999 as Metro Editor, to the newly-created

position of Assistant Managing Editor for Enterprise.

49. Landman, like ABRAMSON, had been a member of the "Committee on

Safeguarding the Integrity of Our Joumalism" and plaintiffs' October 13,2003letter compared

their relative culpability in the 'Journalistic fraud" complained of by their June 19, 2003 letter:

"aside from Committee member Jill Abramson, who, as Washington bureau
chief, bears ultimate supervisory responsibility for the suppression ofthe major
national story about the comrption of federal judicial selection described by our
June lgth letter, no Committee member is more directly responsible for the
suppression of the New York underpinnings to that national story than Mr.
Landman." (atp.2).

This suppression was then particularized in a 3l-page recitation, expressly constituting

a misconduct complaint against Landman for journalistic fraud and, impliedly, against a

panoply of metro reporters and editors under him, as well as against THE EDITORIAL

BOARD. It explicated how a myriad of underlying New York com;ption stories, suppressed

by The Times, came to be embodied in Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission and requested

"immediate investigation" of those politically-explosive New York stories, beginning with the
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story that Landman had been directly involved in suppressing, to wit,the comrption of o'merit

selection" to the New York Court of Appeals, whose proof was embodied in Elena Ruth

Sassower v. Commission.

50. The letter recounted (at pp. 10-18) SASSOWER's direct complaints to

Landman in November and December 2000 and her face-to-face contact with him in April

200I. Based thereon. the letter stated:

"he is charged with knowing thatlElena Ruth Sassowerv. Commission] was
a political pow[d]er keg, whose criminal ramifications directly reached
Governor Pataki and Attorney General Spitzer - each of whom would be
running for re-election the following year, if not pursuing other powerful
public offices. He surely understood that without timely news reportage
critically examining the records of these public officers, the electoral races
would be fatally skewed well before the party conventions. These
incumbents would seem invincible, deterring challengers from within their
own parties, deterring strong challengers from the opposing major party,
and altogether discouraging challenge from the minor parties, who would
confer their valuable party lines to the powerful incumbents. Especially
would this be the case in the 2002 race for Attomey General.,, (at p. 18,
underlining in the original).

51. The letter showed how Times "protectionism" ofAttorney General Spitzer had

resulted in his re-election in 2002 - including by quoting extensively (at pp. 19-24) from

plaintiffs' October 8,2002 memorandum to THE EDITORIAL BOARD and its accompanying

story proposal "The REAL Affomey General Spitzer - not the P.R. Version". It then stated:

"It is evident...that Senator Schumer- up for re-election nextyear- occupies a
status similar to Attorney General Spitzer at The Times: 'protectedo from
scrutiny, with coverage reinforcing the advantages of incumbency and
deterring challenge". (at p. 30).

52. The letter (at p. 29) offered KELLER plaintiffs' assistance - including by

copies of all their past complaints and correspondence, as well as ofthe documentary materials
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substantiating the comrption stories The Times had suppressed - a substantial portion of

which were identified as posted on CJA's website.

53. As with their September 25,2003 letter, plaintiffs' October 13,2003letter to

KELLER closed by reminding him that it was his duty "to provide a 'role model example of

how, absent an ombudsman, [a complaint] should be professionally handled, consistent with

journalistic responsibilities"' (at p. 31).

54. Noting that press reports described Landman as KELLER'S 'oclose friend and

ally", who KELLER would have made Managing Editor had I(ELLER, rather than Raines,

been appointed Executive Editor in 2001, plaintiffs statedthatifKELLERcouldnotrise above

this and other personal and professional relationships and dependencies, his duty was to

promptly forward their complaint to the incoming Public Editor.

55. The facts set forth by plaintiffs' October l3,z003letter (Exhibit fD are true and

correct. This especially includes the quoted assertion (at pp. 23-4) from plaintiffs' October 8,

2002 memorandum to THE EDITORIAL BOARD:

(a) that examination of the file of Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission
would "'rightfully end Mr. Spitzer's re-election prospects, political
future, and legal career' and have 'repercussions on Governor
Pataki. . . similarly devastating"' ; and

(b) that "independently veriffing" the "most salient aspects" of the
comrption of Attorney General Spitzer and Govemor Pataki from the
file of Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission could be accomplished
"within the space of a few hours".

56. KELLER did not respond to this October 13,2003letter. Nor did the letter's

other indicated recipients respond, once again including SULZBERGER, in addition to

ABRAMSON, SIEGAL, Taubman, and THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
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57 . By letter to KELLER dated November 1, 2003 (Exhibit I), plaintiffs requested

that if he were not intending to respond before December 1,2003 - the date on which the

newly-announced Public Editor, DANIEL OKRENT, was to begin his tenure - that he confirm

that he would be forwarding the time-sensitive complaints embodied by their unresponded-to

September 25,2003 and October 13,2003letters to OKRENT for his immediate attention.

58. KELLER did not respond to this November l,2003letter (Exhibit I). Nor did

any of the letter's other recipients respond, including SULZBERGER, ABRAMSON,

SIEGAL, Taubman, and THE EDITORIAL BOARD.

59. By letter to OKRENT dated December l, 2003 (Exhibit J-l), plaintiffs

welcomed him to his newjob as Public Editor, saying he was "so needed". Plaintiffs enclosed

copies oftheir unresponded-to September 25,2003, October 13,2003,andNovember 1,2003

letters to KELLER and inquired whether these had already been forwarded to him by

KELLER, as plaintiffs had requested. The letter also asked whether KELLER had forwarded -

or whether OKRENT was able to obtain - plaintiffs' substantiating past correspondence and

complaints with The Times, most particularly their comprehensive October 2L, 1996

complaint and December 2,1996 supplement and their February 12, 1998 comprehensive

complaint and July 8, 1998 follow-up. If not, plaintiffs stated that they would promptly

provide duplicates.

60. OKRENT did not respond to this December l,2003letter (Exhibit J-1). Nor

did KELLER, its sole indicated recipient, respond.

6l . On Decemb er 24, 2003 , plaintiffs sent OKRENT a follow-up e-mail (Exhibit J-

2). His assistant, Anhur Bovino, replied by e-mail that OKRENT had "decided as a matter of
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policy not to address issues that arose before his tenure began." (Exhibit J-4).

62. Such reply was not in good faith in that:

(c)

OKRENT's first column on December 7,2003 had not announced
such policy, and his second column on December2I,2003 -justthree
days earlier - did involve an issue which "arose before his tenure
began";

The issue addressed by OKRENT's December 21,2003 second
column pertained to conflict of interest in appearance only - to which
SIEGAL had responded -- whereas CJA's complaints involved actual
conflicts of interest-to which SIEGAL and The Times were refusins
to respond;

CJA's complaints presented an on-going course of conduct by The
Times of suppressing report of readily-verifiable, documentary
evidence of governmental comrption involving public offrcers seeking
re-election and further public office, which had already skewed and
subverted past electoral races - and which, with each passing day,
would be increasingly skewing and subverting upcoming electoral
races.

63. Throughout the period spanning from plaintiffs' June 11,2003 memorandum-

complaint (Exhibit B) to Bovino's December 24,2003 e-mail (Exhibit J-4), CJA's homepage

o'Paper Trail" was constantly being updated withprimary source documents. These reflected

that SASSOWER had been arrested for "disruption of Congress" at the May 22,2003 Senate

Judiciary Committee hearing to confirm Judge Wesley's nomination to the Second Circuit

Court of Appeals - and that the case was being prosecuted in D.C. Superior Court.

64. Summarizing the politically-explosive nature of the "disruption of Congress"

case and its potential to effect far-reaching non-partisan reform of judicial

selection/confirmation was SASSOWER's June 16,2003 memorandum to Ralph Nader,

Public Citizen, and Common Cause (Exhibit K-1). It was chronologically posted on CJA's

(a)

(b)
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homepage "Paper Trail" (Exhibit C-3) between plaintiffs' June 11,2003 memorandum-

complaint to THE EDITORLAL BOARD (Exhibit B) and their June l9,2003letter to SIEGAL

(Exhibit D).

65. By mid-April2004, as the "disruption of Congress" case was proceeding to

trial, SASSOWER left several messages with the Washington Bureau, including for Bureau

Chief Taubman, in an unsuccessful effort to secure coverage. Such messages highlighted that

the significance and potential ofthe case was summarized by her June 16, 2003 memorandum

to Ralph Nader, Publi c Citizen,and Common Cause3. Meantime, articles and items about the

case, the trial, and about SASSOWER's April 20,2004 conviction appeared in Legal Times,

the New York Law Journal, The Washington Post, and Roll Call.

66. On April 29, 2004, SASSOWER telephoned Times reporter Raymond

Hernandez, then stationed in the Washington Bureau. Hernandez had written stories about

Senator Schumer and the 2004 Senate race and SASSOWER proposed that he critically

examine Senator Schumer's record on judicial selection, judicial discipline, and constituent

services relating thereto. Hernandez asked SASSOWER to call him back the next day after he

had an opportunity to preliminarily review the primary source documents substantiating the

proposal, which she told him were posted on CJA's homepage "Paper Trail" (Exhibit C).

Although SASSOWER did telephone Hemandez the following day, April30, 2004,he did not

refurn her phone message - or her two subsequent phone messages on May 5, 2004 andMay 7,

2004.

' Upon information and belief the June 16,2003 memorandum was, by then, additionally
featured at the top of CJA's homepage (Exhibit K-2), where it remained until shortly after
SASSOWER's incarceration on June 28,2004 (Exhibit K-3).
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67. By letter to Hernandez, dated May 11, 2004 (Exhibit L-l), SASSOWER

memorialized his failure to get back to her about her proposal that he "critically examine

Senator Schumer's record - such as has not been done by The New York Times, either as part

of its regular or electoral coverage." The letter reiterated (at pp.l-2):

"My proposal is not about Senator Schumer's well-publicized role as
an advocate for vigorous scrutiny of ideologically-objectionable federal judicial
nominees, as featured by your front-page metro story, 'An Infuriating Success:
Schumer Draw[s] Fire for Tactics Blocking Judicial Nominees' (llll/03).
Rather, it is about the altogether different fashion in which Senator Schumer
operates with respect to ideologically 'moderate', 'consensus' nominees, who
are the product of political deals. This includes his own deals with President
Bush and Governor Pataki over Second Circuit judgeships - unreported by
your front-page metro story, 'Pataki Choice For Judgeship Is Assailed
(1012103), about the Senate Judiciary Committee's hearing to confirm Dora
lizzary's nomination for a district court judgeship in the Southern District of
New York. Such glaring omission was pointed out by footnote 28 of my
October 13,2003 letter to Bill Keller, to which you were an indicated recipient
and to which I referred when we spoke [fn.].

As a case study, I proposed examination of Senator Schumer's
'agreement' with President Bush for the nomination to the Second Circuit
Court of Appeals of Governor Pataki's first appointee to the New York Court
of Appeals, Richard C. Wesley. Such examination would expose Senator
Schumer's wilful disregard for documentary proof of Judge Wesley's on-the-
bench comrption in two enormously important public interest cases affecting
the rights and welfare of the People of New York - one of which involved the
comrption of the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct and
criminally implicated the Governor. Likewise, it would expose Senator
Schumer's wilful disregard of documentary proof of the comrption of other
'safeguards' in the federal judicial confirmation process - bar association
ratings and Senate Judiciary Committee review. Indeed, such examination
would demonstrate why two years earlier, when Senator Schumer was
chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committeeos Courts Subcommittee, he
ignored CJA's fact-specific, document-supported July 3, 2001 letter to him,
submitted for the record of his Jvne 26,2001 hearing on the role of ideology in
judicial selection. That letter not only alerted him to the long-ago made, but
largely unimplemented, non-partisan recommendations of The Ralph Nader
Congress Project, Common Cause, and the Twentieth Century Fund to reform
the federal judicial confirmation process, but called for his leadership to repair
a process that appeared to be nothing but a fagade for cynical wheeling and
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dealing in judgeships. Quite simply, Senator Schumer ignored the letter
because such fagade satisfied his personal and political interests - and those of
his Senate colleagues. The same is true of the fagade that passes for federal
judicial discipline, also summ aized by the July 3, 200 l letter (at pp. l 6- 1 8)."

68. The letter further stated (at p. 3) that if Hemandez were not the reporter to

handle such examination of Senator Schumer's record that he "identift the reporter(s) who

would properly be responsible for such examination, particularly as part of The Times'

electoral coverage."

69. The May ll,2004letter concluded by enclosing SASSOWER's published

Letter to the Editor in the May 10, 2004 issue of Roll Call, identi$ing that it "highlights the

significance of the 'Paper Trail' documents on CJA's homepage and suggests an important

question to be asked of Senator Schumer, among otherso'. The enclosed Letter to the Editor

specified these "others" as Senator Clinton, Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Onin

Hatch, Senate Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Patrick Leahy, and Senator Saxby

Chambliss who had presided at the Senate Judiciary Committee's May 22,2003 hearing on

Judge Wesley's confirmation. As to the suggested question, it was how much jail time they

deemed "appropriate" for the ooconcocted 'crime"' of which SASSOWER had been convicted.

70. Upon receiving the May ll,2004letter by e-mail, Hernandez' promptly e-

mailed back that he would "read this over soon" (Exhibit L-2). Later that day, SASSOWER

also faxed the May 11,2004 letter to him, with a handwritten message:

"Should you wish 'hard copies' of any and all documents posted on
CJA's website - so as to facilitate your evaluation oftheproposed examination
of Senator Schumer's record - they will be supplied forthwith.

P.S. * CJA's July 3, 2001 letter to Schumer is also posted under
'Testimony'-'q7fus1s it appears together with some of the most important
substantiating documents to which it refers." (Exhibit L-3).
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7l. Six days later, in the absence of any response, SASSOWER sent Hemandez a

May 17,2004 e-mail (Exhibit L-4) requesting that he o'advise expeditiously" as to the status of

the May 11,2004 written proposal. She also enclosed a May 17,2004 column by syndicated

columnist Robert Novak describing "the manipulation of the confirmation of a

ononcontroversial' 
[Sixth] Circuit Court of Appeals nominee by the Senate Judiciary

Committee two years earlier when it was democratically-controlled". She further stated, "As

Neil Lewis does the 'lion's share' of Times reporting about the Senate Judiciary Committee

and federal judicial nominations, please also pass it on to him.".

72. Three days later, still inthe absence of any response, SASSOWER left a May

20,2004 voice mail message for Hernandez that unless she heard from him by the next day,

she would turn to his editors. Still no response.

73. The facts set forth by plaintiffs' May 11,2004 written proposal (Exhibit L-l)

and May 17,2004 e-mail (Exhibit L-4) arc true and conect. This includes that The Times had

given no coverage, electoral or otherwise, to Senator Schumer's record pertaining to non-

controversial, "consensus" federal judicial nominees, including those nominated for Second

Circuit judgeships; no coverage ofhis record with respect to federal judicial discipline; and no

coverage ofhis record with respect to constituent services pertaining to judicial selection and

discipline issues.

74. By memorandum dated May 24,2004to Gerry Mulaney, Deputy Metro Editor

for Politics (Exhibit M), plaintiffs juxtaposed Hernandez' wilfirl failure to respond to the May

ll , 2004 written proposal with his speculative and repetitive May 18, 2004 front-page metro
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story, *$2I Million Schumer ll'ar Chest: What Campaign Will h Pay For?". Pointing out that

its single quote from Senator Schumer was "grafuitous free publicity", as were concurrent

Times pieces reporting on Senator Schumer's activities as Senator, the memorandum

requested (at p. 2)that the May 11,2004 proposal be provided to *ALL relevant editors

involved in the comprehensive election coverage touted by The Times' February 2,2004

supplement" - and quoted (at pp. 2-3) its promises that The Times would provide

*EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE 2004 ELECTIONS. Amons the

quoted text from the February 2,2004 supplement::

"Throughout this important election year, you can rely on The New York
Times for in-depth reporting and analysis of the key candidates and issues
in allthe nation's important elections.

With our team of award-winning journalists reporting from campaign trails
across the country, you'll get smart, unconventional takes on the
conventional wisdom - and you'll know today what the other media will be
talking about tomorrow.

Our editorial writers and columnists will provide critical context, lively
commentary and opinions that will keep you informed and engaged and will
help you make the best decisions on Election Day." (bold text from the
original February 2,2004 New York Times advertising supplement)

75. Plaintiffs asserted that immediate authorization of the proposed "objective,

critical examination of Senator Schumer's record on judicial selection, discipline, md

constituent services relating thereto" was warranted by:

oothe most cursory review of the substantiating primary source materials posted
on the homepage of CJA's website, www.-iudgewatch.org, under the heading,
'Paper Trail Documenting the Comrption of Federal Judicial
Selection/Confirmation and the 'Disruption of Congress' Case it Spawned.'
[fn]"

and stated that:

"from Mr. Hemandez' own review..., he may be presumed to have recognized
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that a joumalistic investigation into Senator Schumer's conduct with respect to
these documents would not only 'rightfully derail [his] re-election
campaign'[fn] - but such gubernatorial aspirations as he may or may not have."
(at p. 3).

76. As to the quoted assertion that the "Paper Trail" documents would "rightfully

derail [Senator Schumer's] re-election campaign", the annotating footnote was to

SASSOWER's published Letter to the Editor in the May 19, 2004 New York Law Joumal, a

copy of which was encloseda. Such published Letter further asserted that the ooPaper Trail'

would also "rightfully derail" "Senator Clinton's talked-about future candidacy for president".

77. The May 24,2004 memorandum closed by identiffing (at pp. 3-4) that review

of plaintiffs' October 13,2003letter to KELLER, referred-to in the May I 1,2004 proposal,

would "disclose the profound and multitudinous conflicts of interest confronting The Times

with respect to this proposal" - over and beyond Hernandez' own direct conflicts.

SASSOWER stated:

"Should Times editors responsible for election coverage not rise above these
conflicts - as is their joumalistic duty to do - I will assume that such is after
consultation with, and under the influence of, the implicated-highest echelons
of The Times, who are also their friends and colleagues. In addition to Mr.
Keller, this would include Arthur Sulzberger, Jr., Jill Abramson, Allan Siegal,
Philip Taubman, Jonathan Landman, and The Times Editorial Board. Under
such circumstances, I will file a complaint against all concerned with The
Time.s' public editor/ombudsman, Daniel Okrent. I hope this will not be
necessary." (at pp. 3-4).

78. The facts set forth by CJA's May 24,2004 memorandum (Exhibit M) are true

and correct. This includes as to the damaging electoral consequences to Senators Schumer and

Clinton of the primary source documents on the'oPaper Trail".

o This May l9,2OO4 published Letter in the New York Law Journal, as likewise SASSOWER's
published May 10, 2004Letter in Roll Call, were also featured at the top of CJA's homepage (Exhibit
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79. Mulaney did not respond to the May 24,2004 memorandum. Nor was there a

response from the memorandum's only indicated recipient, Hernandez.

80. Three and a half weeks later, plaintiffs filed a June 17,2004 complaint with

OKRENT (Exhibit N), entitled:

"fu oProtectionism' ofNew York Senator Charles Schumer, Arising from
its Multitudinous Conflicts of Interest - Covering Up his Pivotal Role in the
Comrption of Judicial Selection and Discipline - and Depriving New Yorkers
of the InformationNecessary to their Casting of an Intelligent Vote inthe2004
Senate Election" (at p. 1).

81. Plaintiffs asserted that the most cursory review of the conduct of Hemandez

and Mulaney

"in wilfully and deliberately failing to respond to the powerfirl proposal
embodied by CJA's May 1ltr letter STANDS ON ITS OWN in being both
unprofessional and indefensible. Especially is this so when, as theyknewfrom
even cursory review of the primary source'Paper Trail' documents, that the
proposed examination of Senator Schumer's record on judicial selection and
discipline would expose his pivotal role in the comrption of these essential
governmental processes and his depraved disrespect for the rights and welfare
of his own constituents. That the Senator is running for re-election and
continues to be regularly afforded free publicity by The Times, which solicits
his comment for news items and articles tfu] - any number of which
presumably reach The Times through his press releases, etc. -- makes their
conduct all the more egregious.

Mr. Hernandez and Mr. Mulaney are both seasoned, professional
journalists. Their flagrant disregard of The Times' obligation to provide New
Yorkers with information essential to their casting of an intelligent vote in the
2004 Senate race is inexplicable except as a product of 'profound and
multitudinous conflicts of interest"'. (at p. 4, capitalization and italics in the
original).

82. As to the particulars ofthese conflicts of interest, the complaint identified (atp.

2)thatthey were set forth in plaintiffs' unresponded-to correspondence with The Times from

June I1,2003 to November 1,2003 - and quoted (at p. 5) the summary from their June 19,

K-3), where they remained until sometime after SASSOWER's incarceration on June 28,2004.
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2003 letter that The Times could not report on the national comrption story documentarily

established by the "Paper Trail" without exposing a multitude of underlying comrption stories

whose cover-up by The Times had been the subject of a succession of plaintiffs' prior

complaints - to no avail. The complaint also noted (at p. 5) that had OKRENT confronted

these conflicts back in Decemb er 2003, he would have been able to 'omore quickly discem the

range of institutional' failures at The Times, only partially described by [his] important May

30,2004 column, o'weapons of Mass Destruction? or Mass Distraction?o'.

83. Plaintiffs' June 17, 2004 complaint closed (at p. 5) by asking Mr. Okrent to

"advise, as soon as possible, as to how we may assist in your investigation"

84. The facts set forth by plaintiffs' June 17,2004 complaint to OKRENT (Exhibit

N) are true and correct. This includes that Hemandez' and Mulaney's wilful and deliberate

failure to even respond to the May I 1,2004 story proposal "STANDS ON ITS OWN in being

both unprofessional and indefensible".

85. OKRENT's response was byan unsignedJune2l,2004e-mail (Exhibit O-10),

stating:

"I regret that I cannot provide you any comfort. The accusations you
make are very serious, but do not remotely connect to any evidence you have
provided in your correspondence. To suggest that any paper that chooses not
to cover what you wish it to cover is therefore suppressing the news because of
conflict of interest is to suggest that any complaint at all requires coverage.

I do not accept this premise, nor am I convinced by the evidence you
present that The Times has erred.".

86. Such e-mail response identified none of the specifics presented by plaintiffs'

June 17, 2004 complaint. Except for its acknowledgment that plaintiffs' accusations were

oovery serious", it was completely false.
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87. In reply, plaintiffs requested that OKRENT "confirm, by a signed letter" that

he had "ACTUALLY READ" the June 17,2004 complaint, its substantiating cited evidence,

and, most importantly, that he answer whether he denied or disputed that CJA's "Paper Traif'

of primary source documents, posted on its homepage:

"evidentiarily establishthe comrption offederaljudicial selectior/confirmation
* and Senator Schumer's pivotal role therein - and that this warrants Times'
coverage by ANY OBJECTIVE STANDARD" (Exhibits O-11, O-13, O-15,
capitalization in the originals).

OKRENT retused (Exhibits O-12, O-14).

88. By e-mail dated June 25, 2004 (Exhibit P), plaintiffs sent OKRENT, Mulaney,

Taubman, Hernandez, and Lewis, copies oftheir June 25,2004 memorandum to Roll Call, The

Washington Pgst, Legal Timeso md the New York Law Journal, giving notice that

SASSOWER was to be sentenced on June 28, 2004 andthat CJA's homepage "Paper Trail"

contained the latest developments in the "disruption of Congress" case. Among the

attachments to the e-mail, plaintiffs' June24,2004 memorandum to Senators Hatch, Leahy,

Schumer, Clinton, and Chambliss, enclosing and reiterating plaintiffs' May 28, 2004

memorandum to the Senators, to which the Senators had not responded. Such earlier

memorandum identified that SASSOWER had been deprived of the Senators' testimony at

trial because their counsel had made "a fraudulent motion" to quash her subpoenas. It called

upon them:

(a) to deny or dispute that the pertinent recitations in SASSOWER's
published Letters to the Editor in Roll Call and the New York Law
Joumal were " c orr ob orativ e of [her J inno ce nceo',

to deny or dispute the accuracy or significance of plaintiffs'
correspondence with them, posted on CJA's homepage "Paper Trail";
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to answer "how much jail time they deem[ed] appropiate" for the
"'concocted crime"' of which SASSOWER had been wrongfully
convicted; and

(d) to instruct Senate Judiciary Committee staff to provide plaintiffs with
copies of the public portions of questionnaires completed by nine
federal judicial nominees for judgeships in the Second Circuit, which
had not been supplied to them, although repeatedly requested, and to
instruct Senate Judiciary Committee staJf to provide them, inter alia,
with Judge Wesley's publicly-available financial statement, which had
been missing from the completed questionnaire the Commiffee had sent
plaintiffs a year earlier.

89. On June 28,2004, SASSOWER was sentenced to a maximum six-month jail

sentence on the "disruption of Congress" charge, after declining terms of probation. The

Washington Post, Roll Call, Legal Times, the New York Law Journal, as well as The

Philadelphia Inquirer ran contemporaneous news articles and items. Nothing appeared in The

Times.

90. During SASSOWER's incarceration, Senator Schumer's electoral advantages

as an incumbent were so overwhelming and his record so unchallenged by The Times that he

did not have to embark on significant campaigning. On October 5, 2004,Times reporter Clyde

Haberman wrote a column entitled "NYC; Psst. There's a Race For Senatoy'', calling New

York's election forthe U.S. Senate "one ofthe political season's best-kept secrets" and stating

"What we have here is not an election but the appearance of an election".

91. On October 17,2004, THE EDITORIAL BOARD opened its endorsement

"Charles Schumer for the Senate" with the line, 'New Yorkers are proud to participate in

American democracy at election time, and we'll do so again two weeks from Tuesday - even

though the system seems determined to discourage us." Bemoaning the lopsided electoral

(c)
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contest in which Senator Schumer's victory was not in doubt, the editorial then stated: "The

good news is that Mr. Schumer has been a senator who deserves to be re-elected. He's hard

working, principled and as dedicated to New York's needs as the most self-obsessed state

resident could hope.". THE EDITORLAL BOARD went on to identifr that o'one of Mr.

Schumer's most important roles has been as a protector of civil liberties and a bulwark against

the administration's attempt to stuffthe judiciary with extreme conservatives" and that *it will

be critical to have someone with Mr. Schumer's spine helping to lead the fight for moderate,

well-qualified nominees.". Its conclusion: o'there is no question that Charles Schumer deserves

to be refurned to Washington."

92. THE EDITORIAL BOARD didnot see fitto holdbackitsunqualified October

17,2004 endorsement of Senator Schumer to allow for the two public debates between him

and his republican and conservative opponents to take place

93. On the same day as this editorial endorsement, The Times published an article

by Hemandez entitled "Schumer Emerges in First Term as Deal-Maker With Eye for

Spotlighf', asserting that "a review of Mr. Schumer's first term reveals...a wily pragmatist

who has been adept at the inside game, making deals and trading favors with Republicans even

while positioning himself as a voice of opposition to a host of Republican policies, chiefly

judicial appointments". Hernandez' review of Senator Schumer's record on judicial

appointments consisted of a single sentence, repeating ablizzard of prior coverage: "He has

vehemently opposed several of President Bush's choices for federal judgeships, blockirrg their

nomination from coming to a vote on the Senate floor because he regards the nominees as

ideologically extreme."
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94. On the national scene, an October 22,2004 article by Lewis entitled *THE 2004

CAMPAIGN: THE POLICIES; Mixed Results for Bush in Battles Over Judges" was limited to

the ideological orientation of President Bush's judicial nominees - with Senator Schumer

being the sole senator quoted and credited by name for having o'foiled" confirmation of some

of the conservative nominees.

95. On November 3,2004, The Times reported that Senator Schumer had won a

'ohuge victory" in the November 2,2004 elections, with a o'record-breaking" *72o of the

votg".

96. Four days later, on November 7,2004, The Times published FUCHS' column,

"V[hen the Judge Sledgehammered The Gadfly", on the front page of its Westchester Section

(Exhibit A). By then, SASSOWER had been jailed for nearly four and a half months and had

yet six weeks to serve of her six-month sentence.

97 . Prior to the column's publication, FUCHS had interviewed SASSOWER" who

called him from apublic phone inthe noisy commons room ofherjail unit. Upon information

and belief, such conversation was on Monday, November l, 2004, during which she

emphasized the importance ofhis examination ofthe primary source documents onthe'oPaper

Trail" (Exhibit C-2),and, inparticular, the March 26,2003 written statementofoppositionto

Judge Wesley (Exhibit R-2), and the June 16,2003 memorandum to Ralph Nader, Public

Citizen, and Common Cause (Exhibit K-1). The conversation was to be continued after

FUCHS examined the pertinent primary source documents.

98. On information and belief; SASSOWER called FUCHS back on Wednesday

afternoon, November 3,2004. He told her that he was busy working on a story and that she
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should call him the next day-which she did. She got no answer and, upon information and

belief, left a voice mail message. She may have, additionally, called him back the following

day, Friday, November 5,2004.

99. At no time during this period did FUCHS contact the jail to arrange to speak

with SASSOWER or contact her family members to follow up on SASSOWER's calls or to

interview her further.

100. Following the November 7, 2004 publication of the column, SASSOWER

telephoned FUCHS from the jail at least once, but got no answer. On information and belief,

she left a voice mail messase.

101. Shortly after her release on December 23,2004, SASSOWER telephoned

FUCHS and stated that his column was materially false, misleading, and had been deeply

hurtful to her during her incarceration. She asked him whether, when he wrote it, he was

aware of her complaints against The Times. FUCHS stated he was.

102. Upon perfecting and filing the consolidated appeals of her conviction and

sentenceonJune28,2005-ayeartothedayofherincarceration-- SASSOWERtumedher

attention to writing a line-by-line analysis of FUCHS' column (Exhibit A) - working, initially,

from the draft of notes she had written while incarcerated.

103. Plaintiffs provided the completed l8-page analysis @xhibit A) to KELLER

trnder a July 29,2004 coverletter (Exhibit O - with full, identical copies to each of the

indicated recipients, SULZBERGER, ABRAMSON, SIEGAL, THE EDITORIAL BOARD,

FUCHS, Taubman, Landman, Hernandez, among them.

104. The July 29,2005letter stated thatnotwithstanding The Times' championing of
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the First Amendment in the Judith Miller case, based on its argument that unless reporters

could promise confidentiality to their sources they would be unable to fulfill the press function

of "closely and aggressively" reporting on oogovernment and other powerful institutions",

plaintiffs' long history of correspondence with The Times

"documentarily establishes that The Times has ZERO RESPECT forthe First
Amendment when it comes to informing the public about the comrption of the
processes ofjudicial selection and discipline and the complicity of our highest
public officers. This" where it has nor had to rely on confidential sources and
where the complete truthfulness of its nonconfidential source has been readllJ-
varr:fqDle from primar.v source materials. both provided to it and proffered.
Indeed, our non-partisan, non-profit citizens' organization has never once
requested anonymity during the decade and a half in which we have provided
and proffered such primary source materials to The Times." (at p. 2,
capitalization, underlining, and italics in the original).

105. The Julv 29.2005 letter showed that this "ZERO RESPECT" for the First

Amendment was demonstrated by FUCHS' column, summarizing it (at p. 4) as

(a) having "concealed virtually every material fact about the 'disruption of
Congress' case - even that this was the charge ofwhich ISASSOWER]
had been convicted": and

(b) having "concealed, totally, the underlying national story of the
comrption of federal judicial selection/confirmation, involving
Senators Schumer and Clinton - as well as the New York comrption
story on which it rested."

106. Describing the column as:

"falling below the most fundamental joumalism standards, including by i/s
reliance on unidentified sources for its denigrating and provocative
characterizations of [SASSOWER] and by its omission of nearly everything

[she] told Mr. Fuchs when [she] spoke to him from a payphone from jail
during an interview of at least 20 minutes" (atp.4, italics in the original),

the letter stated that the column was "inexplicable except as a manifestation of the 'profound

and multitudinous conflicts of interest"', summarized and detailed by plaintiffs'
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corespondence with The Times from June 19,2003 to June 17,2004.

107. SASSOWER asserted that based on the Times' own protocols of ethics and

professionalism, including those espoused by KELLER:

"I - and your readership - rightfully expect a response as to the appearance and
actuality that Mr. Fuchs' maligning ad hominem column was a manifestation of
The Times' 'profound and multitudinous conJlicts of interests'. This, in
addition to a correction of the column's massive 'errors' - which can only be
done by an investigative expose of the groundbreaking 'disruption of
Congress' case to which the public was then, and is now, entitled. Needless to
say, such investigative expose must present findings of fact and conclusions of
law with respect to what CJA's September 25,2003letter to you identified (at
p. 5) as 'the most important' of the primary source materials on the oPaper

Trail': CJA's March 26, 2003 written statement particularizing the
documentary evidence of the on-the-bench comrption of New York Court of
Appeals Judge Richard Wesley - substantiated by the accompanying two final
motions in my public interest lawsuit against the New York State Commission
on Judicial Conduct." (at p. 5, italics in the original).

108. The letter then reiterated and gave notice as to the electoral significance of such

corrective action:

"Just as investigative coverage would have rightfully derailed Senator
Schumer's 2004 re-election, it will rightfully derail Senator Clinton's re-
election in2006 and her much-hyped candidacy for the presidency in 2008. Its
repercussions will be no less dramatic forAttorney General Spitzer, runningto
be elected New York's governor in 2006, and for Governor Pataki, whose
presidential aspirations and prospects The Times has continually speculated
about..." (at p. 6)

109. Asserting thal Senator Schumer's 2004 landslide victory had been the direct

result of The Times "protectionism" of him, SASSOWER's July 29 ,2005letter stated that The

Times was similarly creating "the anticipated landslides in 2006 for a re-elected Senator

Clinton and a Governor-Elect Spitzer" * and warned:.

"As stated by our June 19, 2003 letter to Mr. Siegal - and reiterated by
our September 25,2003 and October 13, 2003 letters to you [fn] -- it is
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sen acts of

Jayson Blair for The Ti+es to present the public with articles and editorials

about the electoral posturings and prospects of these public officers when its

news and editorial sides both knowo from the documentary evidence CJA long

ago provided and proffered, that reporting on their roles in comrpting the

processes of judicial selection and discipline would rightfully end their

political careers. Such required response then, as now, by an immediate

direction for an investigative examination of the records of Senator Schumer,

Senator Clinton, Govemor Pataki and Attomey General Spitzer as to these vital

processes. That their records with respect to judicial selection and discipline

converge in the 'disruption of Congress' case -- resting, as it does, on the

record of my public interest lawsuit against the New York State Commission

on Judicial Conduct - made such examination all the simpler, as it still is.

Please advise whether, consistent with The Times' First Amendment

responsibilities, you will rise above your own undisclosed conflicts of interest

[fir] and make this long-overdue direction..." (at p. 7, underlining in the

original).

110. To demonstrate that The Times' journalistic fraud was on-going - and its

electoral consequences foreseeable - the letter provided a list of "illustrative" coverage of

Senator Clinton written by Hemandez from February to July 2005, prefaced by the

observation:

"Analysis of Times coverage would show it is heavily weighted to reporting on

speculation, on the political power brokers who support the incumbents or who

are commenting on their prospects, on the incumbents' fund raising; on their
politically-expedient posturings and positions - for which, by virtue of their
public office, they get added free-publicity - and on polls. The polls would

tumble, as likewise the frrndraising, ifthe public was informedofthe records of

these public officers with respect to judicial selection and discipline." (at p. 7)

I 1 1. It also gave notice that plaintiffs' unresponded-to story proposal, "The REAL

Attorney General Spitzer - Not the P.R. Version", transmitted by their October 8,2002

memorandum to THE EDITORIAL BOARD and quoted in their unresponded-to October 13,

2003 letter to KELLER (Exhibit H, pp. 19-21,22-24),was "even more politically-explosive

and far-reaching today than it was2'l/2 years ago."
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lI2. The letter promised plaintiffs' complete cooperation - "including by prompt

transmittal of hard copies of all the substantiating primary source documents" - and stated that

they would wait three weeks before forwarding a complaint to The Times' new Public Editor,

Byron Calame.

I 1 3. By an August 16, 2005 memorandum to all the recipients of the July 29, 2005

letter (Exhibit R-1), plaintiffs noted that the expiration ofthree weeks was upcoming and that

they hoped to have The Times' response by then "inviting [SASSOWER] to a meeting to

discuss how we may collaboratively move forward." In support, plaintiffs enclosed for

SULZBERGER, as "T_g_Timeg' MOST IMPORTANT man", a copy of "THE MOST

IMPORTANT primary source document" from CJA's "Paper Trail- (Exhibit C): the March

26,2003 written opposition statement (Exhibit R-2)t, and its accompanying two final motions

in Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission. ln so doing, SASSOWER stated:

"No substantial expenditure oftime isnecessary tomakefindings offact
and conclusions of law with respect to the written statement. It can be done
within a couple of hours. Indeed, it takes only {ninutes to verify that New York
Court ofAppealsJudge Richard Wesley andhis brethrenonour State's highest
court LIED on two judicial disqualification motions in two major public
interest lawsuits affecting the rights and welfare of the People of the State of
New York.

More importantly, what weretheJindings offact and conclusions of low
of ourpublic officers, whose duty it is to scrutinize the qualifications offederal
judicial nominees - and of the bar associations, which purport to perform a
screening function? This is the question which The Times has an on-going
obligation to ask, on the public's behalf in vindication of its trampled rights.

The Times does not need me to supply it with the phone numbers ofNew
York's Home-State Senators Charles Schumer and Hillary Rodham Clinton,
the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, the White House - or the American Bar

' The annexed March 26,2003 written statement (Exhibit R-2) omits its attached exhibits. It also
omits the statement's accompanying two final motions in Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission andthe
fwo December 17 ,2002 orders of the New York Court of Appeals with respect thereto that had been
ffansmitted to SULZBERGER. These are expressly incorporated herein by reference.
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Association and the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. It
assuredly has more direct numbers than I have.

If The Times is to recover any semblance of the public's trust in this
growing scandal, it must finally rise above its "multitudinous conflicts of
interest" by making those calls and asking that question [fn] - and by
comparing the answers, if it gets any, with its own readily-accomplished

findings offact and conclusions of lat." (atp.2, italics, underlining, and
capitalization in the original).

ll4. The facts set forth by plaintiffs' July 29,2005 letter (Exhibit Q) and its

accompanying analysis (Exhibit A), and by their August I 6, 2005 memorandum (Exhibit R- 1)

and its enclosed March 26,2003 written opposition statement (Exhibit R-2) are true and

correct. This includes:

(a)

(b)

(c)

that reporting on the records of Senators Schumer and Clinton,
Attorney General Spitzer, and Governor Pataki pertaining to the
processes of judicial selection and discipline would damage them
electorally;

that those records converged in the "disruption of Congress" case;

that the most important primary source document on CJA's "Paper
Trail" (to Jail) was CJA's March 26, 2003 written opposition
statement:

(d) that making findings of fact and conclusions of law with respect to
CJA's March 26,2003 written statement could be accomplished within
several hotrs - with only minutes needed for veriffing that Judge
Wesley and his New York Court of Appeals colleagues lied on two
judicial disqualification motions in two major public interest lawsuits
affecting the rights and welfare ofthe People ofthe State ofNew York.

1 15. Defendants did not respond to either the July 29,2005letter or the August 16,

2005 memorandum.

116. On September 26, 2005, plaintiffs filed a complaint with Public Editor

CALAME (Exhibit S-l), contrasting the speed with which KELLER had rejected the media-
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publicized demand of FOX News reporter Geraldo Rivera for a correction of a column's single

false and defamatory sentence with KELLER's non-response to their July 29,2005letter for a

correction of a column demonstrated to be false and defamatory throughorlt. The complaint

enclosed the July 29,2005letter (Exhibit Q) and its accompanying analysis and supporting

documentary proof (Exhibit A) for CALAME's "appropriate action".

ll7 . The complaint also identified that the unresponded-to July 29,2005letter was

"perfect for the kind of expose treatment that ICALAME] announced in his first column o'oThe

New Public Editor: Toward Greater Transparenclf'(June 5, 2005) - with its promise to elicit

responses from involved editors and reporters, as [he] apparently [had] done for Mr. Rivera".

Plaintiffs stated that this would include, "at minimum", obtaining an explanation from

KELLER, ABRAMSON, and SIEGAL, as to why there had been no response to the analysis.

Plaintiffs fuither showed (at pp. 2-3) that such expose would be "an appropriate

counterweight" to CALAME's August 28,2005 column, "A Conversationwiththe Standards

Editor',, in which SIEGAL had made unchallenged claims as to The Times' ethical standards,

particularly at its "top levels", and its willingness to "admit mistakes", andmake corrections.

ll8. The complaint also recited (at pp. 3-5) that The Times was continuing "its

pattem and practice of refusing to report on readily-verifiable documentary evidence of the

comrption ofjudicial selection and discipline and the complicity ofpublic officers, including

those seeking re-election and further public office." This, in the context of the September 13,

2005 primaries for Manhattan and Brooklyn District Attomeys. The complaint detailed that

plaintiffs had sent memorandato The Times, dated September2,2005 and September 8,2005,

setting forth readily-verifiable documentary evidence establishing that Manhattan District
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Attorney Robert Morgenthau and Brooklyn District Attomey Charles Hynes had each covered

up highJevel systemic judicial and political comrption involving the New York State

Commission on Judicial Conduct. However, The Times had not responded. Plaintiff stated:

"That since August 16, 2005 - with [] delivery of CJA's March 26,2003
written statement and its accompanying two final motions in fElena Ruth
Sassower v. Commissionl : The Times has had a pivotal portion of this
readily-verifiable documentary evidence, enabling itto independently verify,
WITHIN THE SPACE OF AN HOUR, that, os to matters of law, the
Commission has been the beneficiary of five fraudulent judicial decisions of
New York's lower state courts without which it could not have survived three
separate lawsuits -- makes its failure to pursue any aspect of the September 2,
2005 and September 8, 2005 memos all the more indefensible. What The
Times chose, instead, was to continue with largely trivial reporting and
materially false and misleading editorial positions -the consequence of which
was to permit demonstrably comrpt incumbents to triumph at the polls, to the
detriment of the People ofthe State ofNew York." (pp. 4-5, capitalization and
italics in the original).

119. The complaint closed by promising plaintiffs' "fullest assistance, including by

copies of all the referred-to substantiating documents" so that CALAME could confirm for

himself that:

'khen it comes to informing the public about readily-verifiable
documentary evidence of the comrption of the processes of judicial
selection and discipline and the complicity of our highest public officers,
including those seeking re-election and further public office, The Times
unabashedly abandons any notion of 'public service' and its ocrucial

watchdog role in our democracy' ([his] June 5, 2005 column, "The New
Public Editor: Toward Greater Transparency") [fn]" (at p. 5, italics in the
original).

120. The appended footnote requested, in further substantiation of the complaint,

that CALAME

"undertake a 'search of substantive Times news articles' over [the past ten
years] to see if you frnd: (1) ANY examining, let alone investigating, the
processes ofjudicial appointment to New York's loyrer state courts. to New
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York's federal courts (in addition to the federal courts generall,v). and of 'merit
selection' to the New York Court of Appeals; and (2) ANY examining, let
alone investigating, the efficacy of judicial disciplinary/removal processes,
such as the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct and the federal
judicial complaint mechanisms reposed in the federal judiciary, in Congress,
and the Justice Department. A search should similarly be made of Tim.es
editorials." (at p. 5, capitalization and underlining in the original).

As authority for such search, plaintiffs quoted CALAME's own September 11,2005 column,

'oCovering New Orleans: The Decade Before the Storm", in which he had publicly explained

that he had done "A search of substantive Times news articles about New Orleans" over the

past ten years because

"As a national newspaper with high aspirations, The New York Times assumes
a responsibility to alert its readers to significant problems as they emerge in
major cities such as New Orleans."

l2l. The facts set forth by plaintiffs' September 26,2005letter (Exhibit Q-1) are

true and correct. This especially includes that:

(a) the two final motions in Elena Ruth Sassower v. Commission,
accompanying CJA's March 26,2003 written opposition statement,
enabled The Times to independently verify,that, as to matters of law,
the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct had been the
beneficiary of five fraudulentjudicial decisions byNew York's lower
state courts, without which it could not have survived three separate
lawsuits:

(b)

(c)

that such verification could be accomplished within the space of an
hour;

that this verifiable evidence substantiated CJA's September 2,2005
and September 8, 2005 memorandum as to the unfitness of the
incumbent New York and Manhattan District Attorneys, each running
for re-election in 2005

122. CALAME'S response to the complaint was by e-mail dated September 30, 2005

(Exhibit S-2) - a copy of which he sent to KELLER -- purporting:
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o'Since the article at the center of your concems was published in November
2004,it does not fall in my purview because I didn't become public editor until
June 2005. Under the policy established by the first public editor of The
Times, the public editor doesn't re-visit issues that arose before their term
started. Since your owrr correspondence shows that materials prepared by you

went to my predecessor on the day that he took offrce, it is clear to me that he
was in a position to make any decisions that he felt this office should take."

123. Such response was false, including because plaintiffs' September 26,2005

complaint to CALAME presented issues arising after his May 2005 term started, to wit:

(a) the wilful and deliberate failure of KELLER, SULZBERGER,
ABRAMSON, SIEGAL - or any of the other Times recipients of
plaintiffs' JuIy 29,2005 letter and August 16,2005 memorandum - to
respond thereto;

(b) The Times had effectively subverted the September 13,2005 primaries
for Manhattan and Brooklyn District Attorney and, foreseeably, would
be subverting the 2006 elections for U.S. senator from New York and
for New York governor and the 2008 race for president by its on-going
joumalistic fraud ofwithholding from the public documentary evidence
establishing the complicity of incumbent public officers -- Senator
Clinton, Attorney General Spitzer, and Governor Pataki, among them --
in the comrption ofjudicial selection and discipline;

and because assessing whether The Times fulfils its journalistic responsibilities in a given area

requires examination of its past coverage, as CALAME's own quoted September 11,2005

column, "Covering New Orleans: The Decade Before the Storm", had recognized.

124. On October23,2005,CALAME's column, "The Miller Mess: Lingering Issues

Among the Answers'o,"step[ped] back more than two years" to address The Times' o'handling

of Ms. Miller and this whole episode". Adding his endorsement to KELLER's belated

acknowledgment that he had waited too long after o'the Jayson Blair fiasco" to confront The

Times' prewar coverage of weapons of mass destruction, as to which Miller had written

seminal articles, CALAME stated:
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"The paper should have addressed the problems of the coverage sooner. It is
the duty of the paper to be straight with its readers".

125 . On November I 6, 2005, NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY Assistant General

Counsel George Freeman participated as a panelist in a program at New York University Law

School, entitled "Freedom of the Press or License to Libel: Balancing Freedom of the Press

with an Individual's Right to Protect 'A Good Name'from Defamatory Statements" in which

he publicly asserted that The New York Times has a oostrong policy" of correcting factual

effors and readily does so "irrespective of whether it increases or decreases the chances of

being sued".

126. [n comments from the microphone, SASSOWER publicly took issue with that

assertion and, following the program, introduced herself to Freeman. She asked him whether

he was unaware of her July 29,2005 letter for correction of FUCHS' November 7,2004

column. Freeman stated that he was - and likewise so-stated in response to her further inquiry

as to whetherhe was unaware ofplaintiffs'nearly 15 years of correspondence withT.he Times

that preceded it, including complaints to SULZBERGER.

127. By letter to Freeman dated November 30,2005 (Exhibit T-l) - with a copy to

NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY Senior Vice President and General Counsel Solomon B.

Watson, IV -- SASSOWER asked whether THE COMPANY's Legal Department was also

unaware of her July 29,2005letter and September 26,2005 complaint to CALAME - at least

prior to her November 1, 2005 fax to the Legal Department, identi$ing the defendants upon

whom she would be serving a sufirmons and complaint, and her subsequent telephone

conversation with Senior Counsel David McCraw.
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128. Sassower's letter then stated;

"Assuredly, The Times has established protocols and procedures
requiring the newspaper's editors to consult with the Legal Department before
rejecting - or in this case, ignoring -- requests for correction of published
matter shown to be knowingly false and defamatory. Such protocols and
procedures are plainly in The Times' interest in reducing the likelihood of its
being successfully sued for libel and money damages. The consequence of
libel lawsuits - borne by The New York Times Company -- are tens, if not
hundreds, of thousands of dollars in legal fees, potentially millions ofdollars in
damages - and attendant negative publicity that could cause the value ofNew
York Times Company stock to tumble.

As a shareholder in New York Times Company stock, I - as any Times
Company shareholder- am concerned that negligent and violative conduct by
the newspaper's editors, as well as by its publisher, the Company's chairman,
not expose the Company to needless liability. Therefore, please confirm that
The Times has protocols and procedures requiring editors and management to
secure the advice of the Legal Department before spurning requests for
correction of false and defamatory matter and that such were herein complied
with." (atp.2).

129. Freeman's responding letter, datedDecember2,2005 (ExhibitT-2),reaffirmed

that he was unaware of SASSOWER's July 29,2005letter. Asserting that he had "quickly

reviewed some of the voluminous body of materials [SASSOWER] submitted to various

Times editors and executives in the summer of 2005", Freeman opined that "it is likely that

whoever ultimately received [her] correspondence did not ask for legal revielv". He also stated

that it would'onot [have been] appropriate for Mr. Sulzberger and Mr. Keller, for example, to

respond" to SASSOWER's July 29,2005 letter, but that it "was probably forwarded to an

editor who worked on the piece". He then claimed that SASSOWER's "basic problem with

the column was with its substantive coverage and themeso', that her "emphasis was on what

[she] would have wished the column covered, not on specific false and defamatory statements

of fact" and that, therefore, "it seems perfectly appropriate that [her] communication did not
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reach the legal department.". Freeman closed (at p. 2) by representing that The Times'

"system...has clearly been successful over time. The Times has not paid a dollar in damages

in libel cases (or settled any libel cases for money) since well before libel law was

constitutionalized in The New York Times v. Sullivan case.. .in 1964."

130. By letter dated December 14, 2005 -- and bearing a RE: clause entitled

"Securing appropriate review by The New York Times Legal Department" and indicating

Watson as a recipient - SASSOWER replied (Exhibit T-3). She challenged Freeman's

various characteizations and speculations and presented three informational requests,

underlined for emphasis:

"Please confirrn that you
l8-page analysis of Mr. Fuchs' column";

"please confirrn that an e
my l8-page analysip and obtain his findinss"; and

"obtain the names of [my] 'st
his column's opening sentencel and orovide them to me so as to establish that
thelz are not outrieht fictions".

l3l. In the absence of any response from Freemaru SASSOWER turned to Watson

for "supervisory oversight, both as head of The New York Times Company Legal Deparhnent

and as the Company's Senior Vice President.". By letter dated December 30,2005 (Exhibit T-

5) - with a copy to Freeman -- she stated:

"...Please advise within a week's time as to whether you endorse Mr.
Freeman's December 2nd letter to me - and respond to my December 14ft
letter's underlined informational requests.

Additionally, please remove the ambiguity in Mr. Freeman's December
2nd letter by directly answering the question pbsed by my initial November 30th
letter to him as to whether other counsel at The New York Times Company
Legal Department were - like him -- unaware ofmy July 29,2005 letter to Mr.
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Keller and subsequent September 26,2005 complaint to Mr. Calame - at least
prior to my November 1" fax to the Legal Department and subsequent phone
conversation with Counsel David McCraw..." (at p. 1).

132. Watson did not respond. Meanwhile, Freeman sent SASSOWER two further

letters, dated January 3,2006 and January 10,2006 (Exhibits T-6, T-10), neither of which

responded to the underlined informational inquires of her December 14,2005 letter nor denied

or disputed the letter's accuracy. Based thereon, SASSOWER sent Watson two further letters

dated January 6,2006 and January 24,2006 (Exhibits T-7,T-16),reiterating her request for his

supervisory oversight over Freeman - with the latter letter also seeking Watson's supervisory

oversight over McCraw for refusing to respond to her straight-forward factual questions

pertaining to service of the summons with notice on the defendants. By then, Watson had been

elevated to a new position as TFIE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY's 'Chief Legal Offrcer'."

133. SASSOWER's January 24,2006letter (Exhibit T-16) stated that if Watson

could not

"discharge [his] supervisory and other duties with requisite care and good faith
because of [hisJ prior involvement in the issues summarized by [her] July 29,
2005 letter to Mr. Keller and/or because of [his] personal and professional
relationships with Mr. Sulzberger or other named individual defendants, or
because [he himself is] one of the unidentified defendant 'DOES'' his
obligation to New York Times Company shareholders - [SASSOWER]
included - [was] to promptly secure independent and 'appropriate review' of
the July 29 ,2005 letter and the substantiating documentary proof on which it is
based." (atp.2, underlining in the original).

134. On January 30, 2006, in the absence of Watson's response to any of

SASSOWER's aforesaid three letters to him (Exhibits T-5,T-7, T-16) or to her January 27,

2006 reminder (Exhibit T-17), SASSOWER telephoned THE NEW YORK TIMES

COMPANY's Secretary, Corporate Govemance Oflicer and Senior Counsel, Rhonda L.
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Brauer. She thereafter sent Brauer a letter (Exhibit T-lg), stating:

"As discussed, I am a shareholder in New York Times Company stock and am
turning to you for a two-fold purpose. I ask (1) that you bring to the attention
ofthe offtcers and directors of The New York Times Companythe misconduct
of Senior Vice President and Chief Legal Officer Solomon B. Watson, IV,
which has extinguished any possibility of averting litigation. . .; and (2) that you
make normal and customary arrangements for service of the summons with
notice - which Mr. Watson has refused to make. (at p. l).

135. Brauer did not respond. Nor was there any response from the letter,s indicated

recipients: Watson, Freeman, and McCraw.

136. On FridaS February 3, 2006,SASSOWER faxed, e-mailed, and hand-delivered

a memorandum addressed to the individual named defendants, excepting OKRENT (Exhibit

T-19). Such apprised them ofthe LegalDepartment's failure to make normal and customary

arrangements for service of process - countenanced by Watson and Brauer- and asked them

to cooperate in making such appropriate arrangements.

137 . None ofthe defendants responded (Exhibit T-20). Nor was there any response

from Watson or Brauer, each indicated recipients.

138. On Valentine's Day, February 14,2006,the summons with notice was served

upon all defendants. Further service was effected upon THE NEW YORK TIMES

COMPANY on February 21,2006 viathe Secretary of state (Exhibit *T-22-).

139. Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate, and reallege paragraphs l-138 with the same full

force and effect as if more fully set forth herein.

140. The published column,,,l[hen the

(Exhibit A), whether taken as a whole or bv its
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knowingly false as to plaintiffs. such is demonstrated, both in context and by its parts, by
sAS s owER's I g-page paragraph_by_paragraph analysis (Exhibit A) _- herein expressly
repeated, reiterated, and reaileged as ifmore funy set forth.

I4l. The analysis is true and correct as to:

(a) its introductory preface (at p. 1);
(b) its analysis of the columnos't itti'(atp. l);(c) its analysis of the column,s paragraph l' (atpp. l-2);(d) its analysis of the column,s p*ulupr, i @tpp.3-117;(e) its analysis of the column,s i*"grdh i 6tpp. a_e;(0 its anatysis of the cotumn,s i*^E 

^pii 1atpp. e-q;(g) its analysis of the column,s i,*rir"pf, S @tp.7);(h) its analysis of the column,s p*#dh i 1at p. t;;(i) its analysis of the column,s p*ugrupt 7 (at pp. g_9);
0) its analysis of the column,s i*"E 

"it, 
g (u, pp. 9-10);(k) its analysis of the column,s i,_"i"pt n iu, OO l0_l l);0) its analysis of the column,s p*"gr"ph f O t", p. l l);(m) its anatysis of the column,s i*#ait ii fr, p. I l);(n) its analysis of the column,s i*u!*irt ti 1atp. l l);(o) its analysis of the column,s i,*uFui,f, i: t", p. l3);

G) its analysis of the column,s p*ulupn tl6tpp. l4_15);(q) its anarysis of the column's p*ugtupt, 15 and 16 (atp. 15);(r) its analysis of the column,s p*uE upt f i 6rpp.l6_lg).

142' None ofthe defendants have heretofore denied or disputed the accuracy of
the analysis - including as to

knowingly so.

143' Nor have defendants heretofore denied or disputed the acc'racy of the
introductory preface to the analysis that the column, additionally,

'oso completely. covers up the politically-explosive underlying national andNew York stories.ofthe comrption ortit. pio*se-s'ofjudicial selection anddiscipline, involving our highlstpublic omr"rr, *to be expricabre onry asa manifestation of The Times' lrofouno *o *urtitudinous conflicts ofinterest' [fnJ,,.
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144. This uncontested showing - and the referred-to documentary proof that

supports it - establish, by clear and convincing evidence, that the column was written and

published not only with actual malice, but with common-law malice, and plaintiffs so

allege.

145. Defendants' wilful failure andrefusal to take any corrective steps, in face of

such uncontested, document-substantiated analysis, is firrttrerreflective oftheiractual and

common-law malice --as it left plaintiffs without redress except by litigation, as to which

defendants have overwhelming advantage by reason oftheir unlimited legal and financial

resources and the judicial comrption issues central to this case.

146. No First Amendment protections are available to defendants by reason of

their actual malice - even were SASSOWER a public figure, which she is not.

147 . Had defendants viewed Sassower as a limited public figure by reason ofher

work as CJA's Coordinator or CJA as an organization with any public profile, it would

have given coverage to their ground-breaking advocacy and achievements over the past

decade and a half. As chronicled by plaintiffs' history of complaints to defendants, The

Times has instead followed a pattern and practice of suppressing all report, with minor

exceptions underscoring The Times' abandonment ofFirstAmendment responsibilities, its

intentional blackballing and besmirching of plaintiffs, or both.

148. Having so wilfully and deliberately refused to deem SASSOWER or CJA

worthy of coverage for over a decade and a half - or the issues they were raising of

legitimate public concem, inter alia,
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(a) documentary proof of the comrption of the process of federal
judicial selection;

(b) documentary proof of the comrption of the process of "merit
selection" to the New York Court of Appeals;

(c) documentary proof of the comrption of the judicial appointments
process to New York's lower state courts;

(d) documentary proof of the comrption of the New York State
Commission on Judicial Conduct;

(e) documentarJ' proof of the comrption of disciplinary and removal
mechanisms for the federal judiciary;

(0 documentary proof of judicial retaliation against CJA's co-founder,
judicial whistleblowing attorney, Doris L. Sassower;

(g) documentary proof of the active involvement of public officers,
including those seeking re-election or further public office, in this
systemic governmental comrption;

defendants are estopped from asserting anything other than that plaintiffs are non-public

figures involved in issues that are similarly private. Especially is this so as defendants never

denied the sufficiency or probative nature of the documentary proofwhich plaintiffs presented

and proffered to them with respect to any of these issues.

149. Defendants have additionally forfeited any First Amendment shield by

deliberately shearing all issues of legitimate public concem from the column - reflective of

their actual knowledge that unless those issues were excised they could not fashion the

column's false and reputationally-damaging caricature of plaintiffs. No issues of

legitimate public concern were presented by the column.

150. As the true facts pertaining to the issues of legitimate public concern were

all readily-available and largely verifiable from CJA's website, and, in particular, from the
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"Paper Trail, FUCHS and his supervising editors that are among the defendant DOES

herein acted in a fashion to purposefully avoid the truth. At best, their actions were grossly

irresponsible and without due consideration for the standards of information gathering and

di ssemination ordinarily fol lowed by responsible j ournalists.

151. Plaintiffs' analysis (Exhibit A) provides substantiating details of this

purposeful avoidance of the truth and gross irresponsibility, including by the column's

reliance on anonymous sources for its false and defaming characterizations.

152. Upon information and belief notwithstanding the column's attribution to

"staunchest defenders", FUCHS never contacted any of the more than half-dozen CJA

members and supporters from throughout the country, whose names were given to him by

CJA's then director. co-founder Doris L. Sassower. These so-called o'staunchest

defenders" are fictionso intended to lend credibility to FUCHS' malicious disparagements

and caricaturing of SASSOWER.

153. The column's publication on November 7,2004was intendedto demoralize

the incarcerated SASSOWER and cause her emotional pain and anguish at a time when

defendants knew it would be most wounding. At best, it was intended to make a public

spectacle ofher for prurient interests.

154. As a result of the column, SASSOWER was caused to suffer severe

emotional pain, anguish, and humiliation. This injuy to SASSOWER and to CJA by

reason thereof is ongoing, as the November 7 ,2004 column is readily accessible from The

Times website and through Nexis - where, by reason of The Times' undeserved reputation
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as a trustworthy news source, it continues to be relied upon as credible.

155. Defendants' wilful failure and refusal to retract the column is with

knowledge that maintaining it on the public record perpetuates the reputational injury to

plaintiffs.

AS Al\D FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: DEFAMATION PETI,SE

156. Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate, and reallege paragraphs I - 155 with the same full

force and effect as if more fully set forth herein.

157. The column constitutes defamation per se as to plaintiffs, damaging them in

their professional reputations and depriving them of "friendly intercourse in society" by

reason thereof.

158. As to SASSOWE& the column depicts her as unfit in her profession. She is

portrayed, in an on-going fashion, as having none ofthe qualities and attributes thatwould

be appropriate to a coordinator or director of a reputable citizens' organization. For that

matter, SASSOWER is not portrayed as even a competent or effective 'Judicial activisf, -

whose minimal qualifications wouldrequire, as for any advocate, interpersonal skills and

skills of persuasion.

159. The defamations per se as to SASSOWER - particularized and given

context by the analysis (Exhibit A) - include: having a o'conversational style" that is

o'relentless", "annoying", with a "reputation for delivering her views with the subtlety of a

claw hammer",'olaunch[ing] [verbal]...assaultso'that are "'fulminating"', ,'impossible to

keep on message"; "behavior" that is 'oout of futno', "not heeding", "unseemly", and which
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is "disorderly conduct"; a personality that is oodifficult", being intractable, unreasonable,

with "pride" that "'one again,..has gotten in the way ofwhat could have been a beneficial

circumstance"'. All this is amplified by the column's opening attributions to anonymous

"staunchest defenders", and a hypothetical 'omost earnest listener" - whose purpose is to

reinforce the credibility of the false and negative characterizations that permeate the

column, with buuressing references to "one little fact" that her anonymous "defenders"

"car't get pasf', as well as to 'ocourt transcripts" -- such that, by the end, and without

inclusion of a single positive comment, and with personalizing words thrown in like

o'endear[]" and "charm" to imply that SASSOWER has none - she is depicted as

"friendless" - afate she has impliedly brought upon herself.

160. As SASSOWER is the most visible embodiment of CJA, the column's

defamations per se as to her are implicit defamations per se as to it. Likewise, the

defamations per se as to CJA are implicit defamations per se as to SASSOWER. This is

especially so astheper se defamationsofSASSOWERandCJAare so complementary and

reinforcing.

161. As to CJA, a national organization, referred-to in the column as ooa White

Plains group", the column's descripion of it - like SASSOWER - connotes something

unprofessional and pugnacious, to wit, that it "specializes in frontal assaultso' and has a

"beef' and "stance".

162. This defamation per se is motivated by The Times' long-standing self-

interest, manifested by its reporting and non-reporting, of destroying plaintiffs'
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professional credibilify and CJA's development so as to continue the First Amendment-

violating, election-rigging conduct that plaintiffs' complaints have so painstakingly

chronicled.

AS A]\D FOB A THIBD CAUSE OF ACTION: JOURNALISTIC FRAUI)

163. Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate, and reallege paragraphs 1- 162 with the same full

force and effect as if more fully set forth herein.

164. By any objective standard, the "Paper Trail" of primary source materials

(Exhibit C) underlying plaintiffs' June 11,2003 memorandum-complaint (Exhibit B) and

May I l,2004letter-proposal (Exhibit L-l) presentedmatters of legitimatepublic concern

to both national and New York audiences, which defendants were not free to ignore

without violating their First Amendment obligations.

165. Defendants never denied or disputed that these primary source materials

documentarily established the comrption of federal judicial selection, directly involving

Senators Schumer and Clinton, and, additionally, the comrption of federal judicial

discipline, in which Senators Schumer and Clinton were complicit. Nor did they deny or

dispute that the ooPaper Trail" also exposed - and by the encompassed file record of Elena

Ruth Sassower v. Commission on Judicial Conduct documentarily established * systemic

judicial and governmental comrption in New York involving the New York State

Commission on Judicial Conduct, "merit selection" to the New York Court ofAppeals, and

the judicial appointments process to New York's lower state courts - criminally

implicating New York's highest public officers in all three branches of government,
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including Governor Pataki and Attomey General Spitzer.

166. Nonetheless, and without explanation, defendants, in a common scheme,

collusively withheld all report of this readily-verifiable documentary evidence from both

The Times' national and New York audiences, while writing and publishing articles and

editorials pertaining to these processes and about these public officers, wholly concealing

this comrption.

167. In so doing, defendants knew that the public was relying on The Times to

provide it with information it needed.

168. At all times, The Times intended and fostered such reliance by public

declarations of fidelity to accuracy, objectivity, democratic principles and its First

Amendment obligation to "closely and aggressively" monitor govemment.

169. The public -- believing itselfto be informed-when, in fact, The Times had

kept it ignorant - did rely on The Times, to its detriment. As a result ofthis ignorance, the

public was wholly unable to protest the comrption ofjudicial selection and discipline and

to demand accountability from its elected public officers. The consequence was that

demonstrably comrpted governmental processes that would otherwise have been reformed

were perpetuated, with collusive and complicitous public oflicials, such as Senator

Schumer, returned to office in elections made sham by defendants' journalistic fraud.

170. Comparable journalistic fraud by defendants is paving the way to Senator

Clinton's 2006 re-election and her presidential run in 2008, as likewise to the 2006 election

of Attorney General Spitzer as New York's govemor and to Govemor Pataki's forays onto
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the national stage. Such joumalistic fraud shows no sign of cessation.

l7 I . This j ournalistic fraud, effectively rigging national, state, and local elections

and perpetuating systemic govemmental comrption, continues a pattem and practice of

such conduct by defendants, documented by plaintiffs' prior correspondence and

complaints to The Times sparuring 15 years.

172. As documented by plaintiffs' l5-year correspondence and complaints to The

Times, defendants have persisted in this journalistic fraud with knowledge of the

irreparable injury it was causing the public, democracy, and good government.

17 3 . As documented by plaintiffs' I 5 -year correspondence and complaints to The

Times, defendants have persisted in this joumalistic fraud with knowledge of the

irreparable injury it was causing plaintiffs.

174. As documented by plaintiffs' correspondence and complaints to The Times

from June 1I,2003 to date (Exhibits B-T), there has been no abatement of the Times'

journalistic fraud in the nearly three years since the Jayson Blair scandal. The Times'

pronouncements and reforms - including its installation of a Public Editor -- are a further

fraud on the public - giving the illusion of accountability, responsiveness, and accurate

coverage, behind which The Times continues to violate, with impunity, its First

Amendment obligations to the public, including by knowing and deliberate election-

rigging.

I75. THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY has subordinated its First

Amendment obligations to its own business and other self-interests. These include its
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interest in procuring the site for its new corporate headquarters, as well as favorable tax

abatements and financial terms worth hundreds of millions of dollars. Upon information

and belief, because TFIE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY could not obtain same without

the backing of GovernorPataki, otherpowerful govemment officials - andthe cooperation

of the courts -- it has been motivated to oosteer clearo' of coverage exposing their official

misconduct, to the detriment of the public.

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs demand trial by jury and respectfully pray for judgment in

their favor against defendants as follows:

As to the First and Second Causes of Action: Defamation and Defamation Per Se

(a) awarding to SASSOWER and CJA, compensatory damages from defendants in the

sum of $50,000,000, and punitive damage in the sum of $100,000,000;

As to the Third Cause of Action: Journalistic Fraud

(a) awarding to SASSOWER and CJA, on behalf ofthe public, compensatory damages

of $20,000,000 from defendants for each year of their advocacy since 1990 for a total sum of

$300,000,000 to date;

(c) awarding to SASSOWER and CJA, on behalf of the public, punitive damages of

$30,000,000 from defendants for each year of their advocacy since 1990, for a total sum of

$450,000,000, with an additional punitive award of $6,000,000 to SASSOWER for the six

months incarceration she was forced for suffer because of defendants' journalistic fraud.
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Such other and furtherreliefas may be just andproper, including attomey's fees, costs,

and disbursements of this action.

ELENA
Director

WE& individually, and as
inator of the CENTER FOR

JUDICIAL ,INC., & for The Public

Attorney for CENTER FOR ruDICIAL
ACCOUNTABILITY, INC., & for Plaintiff ELENA
RUTH SASSOWER as Director and formerlv
Coordinator. & for The Public

March 21,2006
White Plains, New York
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEW YORK )
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER ) ss:

ELENA RUTH SASSOWER, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am the individual plaintiff in the within action, former Coordinator ofthe Center for

Judicial Accountability, Inc. (CJA), and now its Director. I have written the annexed Verified

Complaint, on behalf of myself, the CENTER FOR ruDICIAL ACCOI-INTABILITY, INC.,

and The Public, and attest that same is true and correct of my own knowledge, information,

and belief, and as to matters stated upon information and belief, I believe them to be true.

&na €r./t\ >,t 
-ELENA RUTH SASSOWER

Sworn to before me this
2l't dav of March 2006

?-r"l
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CERTIFICATION

ELI VIGLIANO, attomey for the CENTER FOR ruDICIAL ACCOLINTABILITY,

INC. and for Plaintiff ELENA RUTH SASSOWER, as its Director and formerly Coordinator,

and for The Public, hereby certifies that to the best of his knowledge, information, and beliel

formed after reasonable inquiry into the facts and law, the Verified Complaint is not frivolous

as defined in Section 130-1.1(c) of the Rules of the Chief Administrator of the Courts (22

NYCRR).

Dated: White Plains, New York
March 2l-2006
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Exhibit A:

Exhibit B:

Exhibit C-1:

Exhibit C-2:

TABLE OF EXHIBITS

"Vfhen the Judge Sledgehammered The Gadfly", NYI, November 7,
z}}4,Westchester Section, Page 1, byNYT reporter/columnist Marek
Fuchs, with plaintiffs' paragraph-by-paragraph analysis &
accompanying primary source documents substantiating analysis of
paragraph14:

(1) Pages 28-35 of the transcript of NYS Senate Judiciary
Committee's January 22,2003 hearing to confirm Govemor
Pataki's "merit selected" appointment of Susan P. Read to the
NY Court of Appeals

(2) Plaintiffs' written statement of opposition testimony, NYS
Senate Judiciary Committee's January 22,2003 hearing

(3) Plaintiffs' January 29,2003 memo to NYT Editorial Board,
enclosing plaintiffs' January 29,2003 letter to Albany Bureau
Chief James McKinley, Jr., with Syracuse Post-Standard's
editorial, "A Flawed Process" (January 27, 2003\ and news
article, "DeFrancisco quiets a critic" (Januaty 23,2003)

(4) Plaintiffs' February 7, 2003 e-mail/memo to Eleanor
Randolph, NYT Editorial Board [w/o enclosures]

(5) Plaintiffs'February 11,2003 proposed Letterto the Editor

(6) Plaintiffs' March 6,2003 e-maiVmemo to EleanorRandolph,
NYT Editorial Board [w/o enclosures]

Plaintiffs' June 11,2003 memorandum-complaint to NYT Editorial Board

CJA's homepage "Paper Trail Documenting the Comrption of Federal
Judicial Selection/Confirmation", as it appeared on June 10, 2003.

CJA's homepage, as it appeared on November 6,2004, with indicated link
for "Paper Trail to Jail"
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Exhibit C-3: CJA's "Paper Trail Documenting the Comrption of Federal Judicial
Selection/Confirmation &the 'Disruption of Congress' Case it Spawned",
as it appeared on CJA's website, without change, throughout Elena
Sassower's six-month incarceration from June 28, 2004 to December 23.
2004

Exhibit D: Plaintiffs' June 19, 2003 letter to NYT Assistant Managing Editor Allan
Siegal

Exhibit E: CJA's webpage,'oPress Suppression-The New York Times", as it appeared,
without change, from June 28,2004 to December23,2004

Exhibit F: Plaintiffs' August 26,2003letter to Outgoing NYT Washington Bureau
Chief - Incoming Managing Editor for Newsgathering Jill Abramson

Exhibit G: Plaintiffs' September 25,2003letter to NYT Executive Editor Bill Keller

Exhibit H: Plaintiffs' October 13.2003letter to NYT Executive Editor Keller

Exhibit I: Plaintiffs' November l.2003letter to NYT Executive Editor Keller

Exhibit J-l: Plaintiffs' December l,2003letter to NYT Public Editor Daniel Okrent
Exhibit J-2: Plaintiffs' December 24,2003 e-mail to Public Editor Okrent
Exhibit J-3: Automated December 24,2003 e-mail acknowledgment from Public Editor
Exhibit J-4: December 24.2003 e-mail from Arthur Bovino" Office of Public Editor

Exhibit K-l: Plaintiffs' June 16, 2003 memorandum to Ralph Nader, Public Citizen,
Common Cause

Exhibit K-2: CJA's homepage (as of May 9,2003), featuring the June 16,2003
memorandum

Exhibit K-3: CJA's homepage, featuring the June 16,2003 memorandum and Plaintiffs'
two Letters to the Editor in Roll Call and the New York Law Journal (from
May 22,2003 to sometime after June 28,2003)
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Exhibit L- 1 : Plaintiffs' May I | , 2004 letter to NYT reporter Raymond Hernandez
Exhibit L-2: Raymond Hernandez' May 11,2004 e-mail
Exhibit L-3: Plaintiffs' May I1,2004 fax note to Hernandez
Exhibit L-4: Plaintiffs' Mav 17. 2004 e-mail to Hernandez

Exhibit M: Plaintiffs' May24,2004 memorandum to Gerry Mulaney, NYT Deputy
Metro Editor for Politics

Exhibit N: Plaintiffs' June 17, 2004 memorandum-complaint to Public Editor Okrent

Exhibit O-l: Plaintiffs' June 17, 2004 e-mail to Public Editor Okrent (3:21 p.m.)
Exhibit O-2: June 17, 2004 automated acknowledgment (3:28 p.m.)
Exhibit O-3: Arthur Bovino's June 17, 2004 e-mail to Plaintiffs (3:34 p.m.)
Exhibit O-4: Plaintiffs' June 17, 2004 e-mail to Bovino (4:29 p.m.)
Exhibit O-5: Arthur Bovino's June 17, 2004 e-mail to Plaintiffs (4:43 p.m.)
Exhibit 0-6: Plaintiffs' June 17, 2004 e-mail to Bovino (5:56 p.m.)
Exhibit O-7: Arthur Bovino's June 17,2004 e-mail to Plaintiffs (10:12 p.m.)
Exhibit O-8: Plaintiffs' June 18, 2004 e-mul to Bovino (2:27 p.m.)
Exhibit O-9: Plaintiffs' June 20, 2004 e-mail (4:22 p.m.)
Exhibit O-10: Daniel Okrent's June 21, 2004 e-mail to Plaintifls (l l:16 a.m.)
Exhibit O-11: Plaintiffs' Iune22,2004 e-mail to Okent (9:32 a.m.)
Exhibit O-12: Arthur Bovino's June22,2004 e-mail to CJA (9:47 a.m.)
Exhibit O-13: Plaintiffs' June22,2004 e-mail to Bovino (10:48 a.m.)
Exhibit O-14: ArthurBovino's June22,2004 e-mail to CJA (11:14 a.m.)
Exhibit O-15: Plaintiffs' June22,2004 e-mail to Arthur (3:07 p.m.)

Exhibit P: Plaintiffs' June25,2004 e-mwl (cc) to Public Editor Okrent, Gerry
Mulaney, Philip Taubman, Raymond Hemandez, Neil Lewis

Exhibit Q: Plaintiffs' July 29,2005 letter to NYT Executive Editor Bill Keller

Exhibit R-l: Plaintiffs' August 16,2005 memorandum to NYT recipients

Exhibit R-2: Plaintiffs' March 26,2003 written statement of opposition to the
confirmation of New York Court of Appeals Judge Richard C. Wesley to
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals & P. Kevin Castel, Esq. to the District
Court of the Southern District of New York
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Exhibit S-l: Plaintiffs' September 26,2005letter to NYT Public Editor Byron Calame
Exhibit S-2: Public Editor Calame's September 30,2005 e-mail

Exhibit T-1: Plaintiffs'November 30,2005letter to NYT Co. Assistant General Counsel
George Freeman

Exhibit T-2: George Freeman's December 2,2005letter, with envelope postmarked
December 6,2005

Exhibit T-3: Plaintiffs' December 14,2005letter to George Freeman
Exhibit T-4: Plaintiffs' December 22,2005letter to George Freeman
Exhibit T-5: Plaintiffs' December 30, 2005 letter to NYT Co. Senior Vice President &

General Counsel Solomon B. Watson, IV
Exhibit T-6: George Freeman's January 3,2006letter
Exhibit T-7: Plaintiffs' January 6,2006letter to Solomon B. Watson, IV
Exhibit T-8 Plaintiffs' January 12,2006letter to Solomon B. Watson, IV,

withPlaintiffs' November 1, 2005 letter to Legal Assistant Edward Bohan
& November 4,2005let0er to Senior Counsel David McCraw

Exhibit T-9: David McCraw's January 12,2006 e-mail
Exhibit T-10: George Freeman's January l0,2006letter
Exhibit T-1 1: Plaintiffs' January 13,2006letter to David McCraw
Exhibit T-I2: David McCraw's January 13,2006 e-mail
Exhibit T-13: Plaintiffs' January 16,2006letter to David McCraw
Exhibit T-14: David McCraw's January 17,2006 e-mail
Exhibit T'15: Plaintiffs' January 19,2006letter to David McCraw
Exhibit T-16: Plaintiffs' January 24,2006letter to NYT Co. Senior Vice President &

Chief Legal Officer Solomon B. Watson,IV
Exhibit T-17: Plaintiffs' January 27,2006letter to Solomon B. Watson, IV
Exhibit T-18: Plaintiffs' January 30,2006letter to NYT Co. Secretary, Corporate

Governance Officer & Senior Counsel Rhonda L. Brauer
Exhibit T-19: Plaintiffs' February 3,2006 memo to all individual defendants except

Okrent
Exhibit T-20: Plaintiffs' February 13,2006letter to Edward Bohan
Exhibit T-21: Plaintiffs' February 14,2006letter to Solomon B. Watson, [V and Rhonda

Brauer
Exhibit T-22: Plaintiffs' March 2.2006letter to Edward Bohan
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